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Abstract In recent years the reductive glycine pathway (rGlyP) has emerged as a
promising pathway for the assimilation of formate and other sustainable
C1-feedstocks for future biotechnology. It was originally proposed as an attractive
“synthetic pathway” to support formatotrophic growth due to its high ATP efﬁciency, linear structure, and limited overlap with native pathways in most microbial
hosts. Here, we present the current state of research on this pathway including
breakthroughs on its engineering. Different variants of the rGlyP are discussed,
including its core module for formate to glycine conversion, as well as varying
modules for substrate conversion to formate, and glycine assimilation routes. Very
recently, the rGlyP has been successfully implemented for synthetic formatotrophic
growth, as well as for growth on methanol, in some bacterial hosts. We discuss the
engineering strategies employed in these studies, including growth-coupled selection of functional pathway modules. We also compare the rGlyP to other natural and
synthetic C1-assimilation pathways. Finally, we provide an outlook on open challenges and opportunities for the rGlyP, including its engineering into more biotechnological hosts, as well as the still-to-be realized production of value-added
chemicals via this pathway. We expect that further research on the rGlyP will
support the efﬁcient use of sustainable C1-substrates in bioproduction.
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1 Introduction
The emissions of CO2 and other greenhouse gases are causing global warming,
which is set to have catastrophic consequences for nature and humanity [1], making
this one of the largest and most urgent global challenges. Hence, it is imperative that
fossil-based production processes, which are major contributors to CO2 emissions,
will be replaced by alternative chemical production processes based on atmospheric
CO2 [2–4]. While plant-based, photosynthetic conversion of CO2 to biomass is an
abundant process in nature, this process has a low energy conversion efﬁciency,
making plant biomass unlikely to fully support a sustainable carbon economy [5–7].
A highly promising alternative is provided by emerging, efﬁcient chemical
technologies that allow for capture and reduction of CO2 using electrical power
generated from renewable energy [8]. Chemical technologies can utilize electricity
to capture and reduce CO2 (and H2O) into small, reduced molecules, such as
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hydrogen (H2), carbon monoxide (CO), formate, and methanol at high energetic
efﬁciencies and speciﬁcities [4, 9–11]. Subsequently, biological conversion of these
compounds by microbial cell factories into desired products seems a highly attractive route for sustainable production, as biological processes can operate at mild
conditions and with high product speciﬁcity for a broad range of products
[12, 13]. Hence, combining the powers of chemical and biological catalysis, either
in an integrated electro-microbial reactor system or in separated electrochemical
systems and bioreactors [14–16], seems a strong approach for a future, circular
carbon economy [10, 11].
Among the compounds that can be efﬁciently produced from CO2 (e.g., by
electrochemical reduction), formate is a highly suitable feedstock for biotechnological processes as it is soluble and non-volatile [17]. The reduced gasses hydrogen
(H2) and carbon monoxide (CO) can also be generated by direct electrochemical
reduction, even at a higher electrochemical energy conversion efﬁciency than
formate. However, the gaseous nature of H2 and CO, as well as their notorious
explosiveness and toxicity, respectively, provides some challenges for efﬁcient and
safe operation of the bioreactors in which microbial conversion should take place.
Another interesting soluble one-carbon compound is methanol, which is more
volatile than formate, but has a higher degree of reduction, which decreases the
amount of substrate needed for production compared to formate. Methanol cannot be
produced at very high efﬁciency by direct electrochemical reduction so far. Yet, it
can be produced efﬁciently in a two-step process of electrochemical hydrogen and
CO generation and subsequent thermocatalytic conversion of H2/CO to methanol at
a high overall energy conversion efﬁciency of ~50% [18].
In nature, a range of microorganisms is found that can utilize formate, methanol,
as well as H2 and CO. Many of these organisms can utilize these reduced molecules
as their sole energy source, while they obtain their carbon solely from the reduced
one-carbon compounds and/or CO2. Microorganisms can use a number of metabolic
pathways for the assimilation of these compounds. However, several of these natural
pathways are energetically relatively inefﬁcient in terms of ATP consumption, such
as the Calvin-Benson-Bassham (CBB) cycle and the Serine cycle, which limits
conversion yields for the biological catalysis [10, 19]. A highly ATP-efﬁcient natural
pathway is the reductive acetyl-CoA pathway (rAcP, also known as WoodLjungdahl pathway), however it can only operate under anaerobic conditions and
has a limited product spectrum [20]. So, several natural pathways for one-carbon
(C1) assimilation suffer from limitations for bioproduction. Another notorious
challenge for the biological conversion of C1-feedstocks is that many natural
organisms growing on these substrates are difﬁcult to cultivate and/or difﬁcult to
engineer genetically, limiting their potential in biotechnological applications beyond
their natural products.
Hence, there has been an increasing interest in the last decade to design and
engineer efﬁcient “synthetic” C1-assimilation pathways into well-amenable model
microbial hosts, such as Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Escherichia coli, or Corynebacterium glutamicum [17, 21, 22]. A very promising, “synthetic” pathway for
C1-assimilation is the reductive glycine pathway (rGlyP), which was proposed
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Fig. 1 Core module of the
reductive glycine pathway.
This module converts
formate to glycine and is
present in each variant of the
rGlyP. The module consists
of 2 submodules, the ﬁrst
C1-modules activates
formate with
tetrahydrofolate (THF) and
subsequently reduces it to
5,10-methylene-THF. The
second module (GCS)
consists of the reversible
glycine synthase/cleavage
system and converts
methylene-THF with CO2,
ammonia, and reducing
power (NADH) to glycine
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initially as a synthetic formate-assimilation pathway by Arren Bar-Even et al. in
2013 [23]. The rGlyP is a short and linear pathway with relatively little overlap with
central carbon metabolism, while it is based on ubiquitous, oxygen-tolerant natural
enzymes and has a high ATP efﬁciency. Hence, it was proposed as the most
favorable route for engineering synthetic formatotrophy in model microbes [23]
(Fig. 1). Already some decades ago, a variant of the rGlyP was observed in natural
purine-degraders, which utilize this pathway to reduce CO2, allowing redoxbalancing during fermentative growth on highly reduced purine substrates [24–
26]. However, until very recently it was never observed that this pathway could
mediate growth on C1-substrates. A series of metabolic engineering efforts in recent
years cumulated in the realization of formatotrophic growth via this pathway, ﬁrst in
E. coli and shortly after in Cupriavidus necator [27–29]. The potential of the rGlyP
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for efﬁcient C1-assimilation is not only limited to growth on formate, as variants of
the rGlyP can also support growth on methanol or CO2/H2. The implementation of
the full rGlyP also led to the ﬁrst demonstration of synthetic methylotrophic growth
using methanol as the sole source of carbon and energy in E. coli [27]. Shortly after
the demonstration of fully functional, engineered rGlyP versions, another variant of
the rGlyP was reported to operate as a natural route supporting autotrophic growth
on CO2 and H2 [30].
In this chapter we ﬁrst provide an overview of the core metabolic structure of the
rGlyP and several of its variants. We will discuss the modular metabolic engineering
approaches that were recently highly instrumental for the successful realization of
engineered rGlyP versions in some organisms, and will likely support the realization
in industrially more relevant hosts in the coming years. Finally, we compare the
potential of the rGlyP with other natural and synthetic alternatives for
C1-assimilation and provide an outlook on potential biotechnological applications
of this promising and versatile C1-assimilation pathway.

2 The Modules and Variants of the Reductive Glycine
Pathway
We deﬁne the rGlyP not as a single pathway, but rather as a family of pathway
variants that all share a common core, which performs the conversion of formate and
CO2 into glycine [31]. First, we will discuss this core module, after which we will
discuss several variant modules via which glycine can be further converted into
biomass and products. Next, we will consider some alternative substrate utilization
modules for the rGlyP, which can convert other one-carbon compounds,
i.e. methanol and CO2, to its core substrate formate.

2.1

The Core Module for Formate to Glycine Conversion

In the core of the rGlyP, formate, together with CO2, is converted to glycine in a
sequence of biochemical reactions (Fig. 1). First, formate is activated by an
ATP-consuming ligase reaction with the co-factor tetrahydrofolate (THF). This
reaction is carried out by the formate-THF-ligase (FTL), which ﬁrst performs a
kinase reaction that makes formyl-phosphate, after which it formylates THF with
formyl-phosphate to result in 10-formyl-THF [32]. This enzyme is the only formateassimilating enzyme found to act in formatotrophic pathways in nature [33], and it is
also a part of the Serine cycle and the rAcP, which can both directly assimilate
formate. Whereas all natural microorganisms operating these two pathways encode
FTL, many organisms relevant to biotechnology, including E. coli, lack this enzyme
activity, thus requiring heterologous expression for the engineering of the rGlyP.
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As the next step, 10-formyl-THF is converted to 5,10-methenyl-THF, by a
cyclohydrolase reaction, after which 5,10-methenyl-THF is reduced to 5,10-methylene-THF (further referred to as methylene-THF) in a dehydrogenase step. This
dehydrogenase reaction generally uses NADPH, but NADH can also be used by
some methylene-THF dehydrogenases. However, NADH generally provides less
thermodynamic driving force in the reducing direction, favoring the use of NADPH
for this step. Both the cyclohydrolase and dehydrogenase activities are present in
almost all forms of life. Both activities are often catalyzed by a bifunctional enzyme
or by a trifunctional enzyme that also includes FTL activity, the latter is often found
in eukaryotes [34].
In many organisms the natural role of the bifunctional methylene-THF dehydrogenase/cyclohydrolase is to oxidize methylene-THF coming from glycine or serine
conversion towards 10-formyl-THF, which is required for, e.g., purine biosynthesis.
The rGlyP, however, requires ﬂux through these reactions in the reductive direction.
Native dehydrogenase/cyclohydrolase enzymes in a given host may thus not always
be optimal for this, as for example the native bifunctional FolD in E. coli is inhibited
by 10-formyl-THF [35]. Methylene THF-dehydrogenases and cyclohydrolases that
operate in the reductive direction are, for instance, found in prokaryotes operating
the Serine cycle or rAcP. Hence, enzymes from methylotrophs utilizing the Serine
cycle or acetogens harboring the rAcP were selected as heterologous candidates for
engineering the rGlyP. For example, recent works demonstrating successful operation of the rGlyP core utilized monofunctional cyclohydrolase (Fch) and dehydrogenase (MtdA/FolD) originating from the methylotroph Methylobacterium
extorquens [27, 28] or the acetogen Clostridium ljungdahlii [36].
In the next step of the rGlyP core pathway, the C1-molecule methylene-THF is
converted to the two-carbon amino acid glycine by the addition of CO2. This
reaction is mediated by the glycine cleavage/synthase system (GCS), which is a
multi-enzyme system that catalyzes the reversible conversion of methylene-THF
with CO2, NH3, and NADH to form glycine (Fig. 1) [37]. The GCS includes four
different proteins, performing different activities: (1) lipoyl bearing-carrier protein
(H-protein/GcvH), a central shuttle protein that covalently binds the co-factor lipoic
acid; (2) dihydrolipoyl dehydrogenase (L-protein/Lpd), which reduces the lipoyl
moiety attached to the H-protein using NADH; (3) aminomethyltransferase
(T-protein/GcvT), which condenses ammonia and methylene-THF onto the reduced
lipoyl moiety, upon release of THF; and lastly (4) glycine dehydrogenase (P-protein/
GcvP), which incorporates CO2 and releases glycine using a pyridoxal 5-phosphate
(PLP) co-factor. Apart from releasing glycine, the P-protein also regenerates the
oxidized lipoyl moiety of the H-protein that can re-enter the GCS cycle for a
subsequent reduction by the L-protein.
The GCS is present in many organisms throughout the tree of life and is most
frequently used for the cleavage of glycine, to generate methylene-THF [38–40],
which is a key C1-precursor for several biosynthetic processes and related to the
folate and methionine cycles. Methylene-THF serves as a direct C1-precursor in the
biosynthesis of Coenzyme A (CoA) and thymidine. Methylene-THF can be further
oxidized to formyl-THF, which is used for the formylation of methionine-tRNA and
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as precursor in the purine biosynthesis pathway, which provides adenine and
guanine nucleotides, as well as the amino acid histidine. Methylene-THF can also
be reduced to methyl-THF, which is a precursor for methionine biosynthesis.
Methyl-THF serves also as a substrate in the methionine cycle, to regenerate the
co-factor S-adenosylmethionine (SAM), which is used for the methylation of,
e.g. DNA, RNA, and proteins and hence plays key regulatory roles.
Apart from its function to supply methylene-THF, the GCS reaction can also
proceed in the reverse, reductive direction (“synthase direction”). The thermodynamics of the overall GCS reaction in the synthase direction (ΔrG0 m ¼ 4.9 kJ/mol
at pH 7.5, ionic strength 0.25 and all reactants at 1 mM [41]), dictate that this
reaction is reversible. The glycine synthase reaction is favored at higher CO2 and
ammonia concentrations, which leads to the generally observed dependence on
elevated CO2 (above ambient concentrations) to enable growth via the rGlyP.
Operation of the GCS in the synthase direction is also observed in nature during
rGlyP activity as an electron sink or as an autotrophic pathway [25, 30, 42]. The
positive effect of increased ammonia concentrations on the GCS reaction in the
synthase direction was observed for Desulfovibrio desulfuricans, for which higher
ammonia concentrations increased the autotrophic growth rate via the rGlyP [30].
Until now, organisms in which the rGlyP was engineered mostly relied on the
overexpression of native GCS enzymes. These were naturally performing the cleavage reaction, but proved to support the reverse activity within the rGlyP context.
The T, H, and P proteins seem to require overexpression for high rGlyP activity,
however, several studies demonstrated that overexpression of the L-protein does not
seem necessary [27, 28, 43]. Here, it is worth to note that the L-protein serves as a
dehydrogenase within other enzyme systems, i.e. the pyruvate dehydrogenase and
alpha-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase [44]. As both of these systems often carry high
ﬂux in central metabolism, this may explain why native L-protein levels are already
sufﬁcient to support the GCS activity in the rGlyP. Relatedly, in many prokaryotes
the gene encoding the L-protein resides in the same genomic locus as pyruvate
dehydrogenase or alpha-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase, and less frequently with the T,
H, and P proteins, where these latter three mostly co-localize in a single operon or
locus.
It is also noteworthy that in bacteria in which a native rGlyP was identiﬁed, the
P-protein activity is executed by two different subunits (GcvPa and GcvPb), which
are both encoded within the GCS operon [30, 42, 45]. This may suggest that the dual
subunit architecture of the P-protein may be beneﬁcial for the glycine synthase
direction. However, this has not been studied so far and the dual subunit P-protein
is also found in many other organisms that likely run the glycine cleavage reaction,
such as Bacillus subtilis. As the GCS is a core catalytic complex of the rGlyP, the
comparison of different variants for heterologous expression and their kinetic characterization to identify fast candidates deserves more attention. However, it is
complicated to characterize the kinetics of the GCS reactions in vitro and hence
only little reliable kinetic data are available so far [46].
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Glycine Conversion Modules via Serine

The glycine produced from formate and CO2 by the core module of the rGlyP can be
further assimilated into central metabolism via several glycine assimilation modules
(Fig. 2). In these routes, glycine is converted to either serine, glyoxylate or acetylphosphate and a range of downstream pathways can assimilate these compounds
further. These diverse glycine assimilation modules also have different ATP and
reducing equivalent requirements, to generate, for example, the key metabolic
intermediate pyruvate (Table 1). Here, we will discuss potential modules, of which
some have been observed in nature or have been realized by metabolic engineering,
while some are so far only theoretical designs [47]. We note that there are more
potential pathways for glycine assimilation than discussed here, however, these rely
on the co-assimilation of glycine or its derivatives with other metabolites (e.g.,
glycine with succinyl-CoA via 5-aminolevulinic acid synthetase or glyoxylate with
acetyl-CoA via malate synthase [48, 49]). The requirement for these co-substrates
means that these pathways cannot support full growth via the rGlyP.
In the initial design of the rGlyP, it was proposed that glycine is converted to the
C3 amino acid serine via a hydroxymethyltransferase [23]. This enzyme condenses
glycine with a methylene-THF (generated from another formate) to yield serine.
Serine/glycine hydroxymethyltransferase (GlyA/SHMT) catalyzes a reversible reaction, which is found in many organisms. It is often involved in the biosynthesis of
glycine and the generation of methylene-THF, but it can also be used in reverse to
synthesize serine from glycine and methylene-THF (ΔrG0 m ¼ 6.7 kJ/mol at pH 7.5,
ionic strength 0.25 and all reactants at 1 mM [41]).
To further assimilate serine into central metabolism it can be deaminated to
pyruvate, releasing the ammonia that was initially ﬁxed by the GCS. The conversion
of serine to pyruvate is carried out by a PLP-co-factor dependent serine deaminase
(SdaA), also known as serine dehydratase. In this reaction, ﬁrst a hydroxyl group is
eliminated by the enzyme from serine, leading to the intermediate aminoacrylate,
which is deaminated to pyruvate via non-enzymatic hydrolysis [50].
The combination of SHMT and serine deaminase leads to the shortest glycine
assimilation route, with a relatively low energy consumption. This module is so far
the default variant for the engineering of the rGlyP, e.g. in E. coli and C. necator.
Like SHMT, serine deaminase is a ubiquitous enzyme and for engineering of the
rGlyP usually native variants of both enzymes are overexpressed [27–29].
Another possible variant of glycine conversion via serine proceeds via serine
aminotransferase to hydroxypyruvate by the activity of PLP-dependent serine:
glyoxylate aminotransferase (SGAT) or serine:pyruvate aminotransferase (SPAT),
which donate the amino group of serine to the ketoacids glyoxylate or pyruvate,
respectively generating glycine or alanine [51, 52]. Hydroxypyruvate can be further
reduced to glycerate, which after phosphorylation can enter central metabolism in
glycolysis in the form of 2- or 3-phospho-glycerate (further generally referred to as
P-glycerate). The overall ATP and NAD(P)H requirements of this serine aminotransferase route seem very similar to the serine deaminase variant (Table 1).
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For the calculation of total formate consumption it is assumed that the oxidation of one formate to one reducing equivalent (e.g., NADH) can generate 2 ATP
during respiration (assuming a P/O ratio of 2 [55, 56]). Numbers of reducing equivalents consumed reﬂect electron pairs (which can be either 1 NADH,
1 NADPH or 2 reduced ferredoxins/thioredoxins). Extra ATP investment needed to potentially generate NADPH from NADH is not included in the ATP and
formate consumption
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In addition to b, these variants may save ATP costs due to the assimilation of NH3 in the pathway, which can save potential ATP expenses for NH3 assimilation
elsewhere, but this does not affect the ATP consumption for pyruvate biosynthesis
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These pathway variants can lead to overall lower ATP consumption when considering biomass or speciﬁc compounds other than pyruvate as the product of
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Assimilation route
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(references)
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converting
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Table 1 Overview for different variants of the rGlyP and their theoretical resource cost for the biosynthesis of pyruvate
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However, for the serine aminotransferase route it is relevant to consider that the
amino group transferred to glycine or alanine may be further transferred via other
aminotransferases to glutamate and other amino acids. In this way the amino group
assimilated by the GSC can be retained in the cellular amino acid pool. This could
possibly save some ATP, as cells may otherwise have to ﬁx ammonia via the
ATP-dependent glutamine synthetase. However, this will not save energy in many
cases, since ammonia is generally ﬁxed via the ATP-independent glutamate dehydrogenase in presence of higher ammonia concentrations, which are likely needed to
drive the GCS in the rGlyP [53].
Alternatively, some ATP could be saved via the serine aminotransferase route in
biosynthesis, as this route enters central metabolism via P-glycerate instead of
pyruvate, which saves the additional ATP required for the gluconeogenic conversion
of pyruvate to P-glycerate and higher glycolytic metabolites such as sugars. So
overall, this serine aminotransferase route is potentially slightly more energyefﬁcient than the canonical serine deaminase route [19]. However, it requires more
enzymatic steps, which may provide some additional complications for its operation
and engineering, for example due to the potential toxicity of hydroxypyruvate [54]
or the promiscuous activity of hydroxypyruvate reductase with glyoxyate [52].

2.3

Glycine Conversion Modules via Glyoxylate

As an alternative to the conversion via serine, glycine can otherwise be deaminated
to glyoxylate, either via glycine transamination or glycine oxidation (Fig. 2).
Glycine can be transaminated to glyoxylate, e.g. via glutamate:glyoxylate aminotransferase, alanine:glyoxylate aminotransferase, or aspartate:glyoxylate aminotransferase [57]. Alternatively, glycine can be converted to glyoxylate by glycine
oxidation with oxygen, leading to the formation of ammonia and hydrogen peroxide
[58]. Unlike the transamination, the oxidation of glycine “wastes” electrons by
transferring them directly to oxygen, which reduces the potential yields of this
pathway variant (Table 1). During the initial engineering of the rGlyP in
C. necator, a route via native glycine oxidation emerged, which led to low biomass
yields. By overexpressing the native SHMT and serine deaminase the yield and
growth rate of the engineered strain was improved substantially, proving the superiority of the SHMT route over the glycine oxidase route [28]. However, the glycine
aminotransferase route could potentially rival the serine routes, as will be explained
below.
When glycine is converted to glyoxylate by an oxidase or aminotransferase, a
subsequent glyoxylate assimilation route towards central metabolism is required. A
canonical route in bacteria for glyoxylate assimilation is the glycerate pathway,
which ﬁrst condenses two glyoxylate molecules to tartronate semialdehyde with
the release of one CO2. Tartronate semialdehyde can be further reduced to glycerate
and phosphorylated to P-glycerate to enter central metabolism. In the ﬁrst C. necator
strains engineered with the rGlyP, in which glycine oxidase was active, the generated glyoxylate was shown to be assimilated via this glycerate route [28].
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Another interesting alternative for the assimilation of glyoxylate is the
β-hydroxyaspartate cycle [47, 59, 60]. This route can co-assimilate one glycine
molecule with one glyoxylate molecule by condensing them via
β-hydroxyasparate synthase. Then, β-hydroxyaspartate can be further hydrolyzed
to iminosuccinate and reduced to aspartate. The latter amino acid can be
transaminated to oxaloacetate to enter central metabolism. This route provides a
particular advantage if oxaloacetate or other related C4 precursors are needed for the
production of a compound of interest.
When the glycine aminotransferase would be combined with either the glycerate
route or the β-hydroxyaspartate cycle for assimilation, this could lead to rGlyP
operation with a potentially higher theoretical efﬁciency than the canonical serine
deaminase route, due to possible energy savings from the ammonia assimilation, as
discussed before for the serine aminotransferase route. More importantly, the generation of either P-glycerate or oxaloacetate, rather than pyruvate, could save energy
in the synthesis of biomass or product synthesis starting from these compounds. If
pyruvate is generated via the canonical serine deaminase route, the generation of
P-glycerate or oxaloacetate from pyruvate requires extra ATP equivalents for gluconeogenesis or anaplerosis. However, so far no study has demonstrated the operation of the rGlyP in concert with glycine aminotransferase.

2.4

Glycine Conversion Modules via Acetyl-Phosphate

Another option for the conversion of glycine is provided by the oxygen-sensitive
enzyme complex glycine reductase. This multi-subunit enzyme can reduce glycine
to acetyl-phosphate by using thioredoxins as redox co-factors. Next, acetylphosphate can be converted by phosphate acetyltransferase to acetyl-CoA, which
can be reductively carboxylated to pyruvate by the oxygen-sensitive pyruvate
synthase (Fig. 2). This route is highly energy-efﬁcient and can in theory generate
pyruvate from the assimilation of only one formate molecule, unlike two for all the
other rGlyP variants, since one additional CO2 is assimilated by pyruvate synthase.
This reduces the ATP-requirement for pyruvate synthesis to 1, as only one ATP
needs to be spent to ligate formate to THF (Table 1).
Glycine reductase is likely carrying most ﬂux coming from the rGlyP core in
some natural anaerobes that operate the rGlyP pathway [24–26, 30, 42]. However,
proteomics analysis on the autotrophic growth of Desulfovibrio desulfuricans, which
solely depends on the rGlyP, surprisingly suggested that it probably converts acetylP to acetyl-CoA via acetate kinase (generating 1 ATP) and acetyl-CoA synthetase
(consuming 2 ATP), rather than directly via the phosphate acetyltransferase. This
alternative assimilation route for acetyl-P consumes an additional ATP, slightly
decreasing its theoretical yield on formate, making its ATP consumption equal to
the canonical, oxygen-tolerant serine deaminase variant (Table 1). The more
ATP-efﬁcient variant via glycine reductase and phosphate acetyltransferase is the
most efﬁcient known variant of the rGlyP, but its engineering may be challenging for
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many hosts as it would operate under low thermodynamic driving force and involves
two oxygen-sensitive enzyme complexes: glycine reductase and pyruvate synthase.

2.5

Modules for Supply of Reducing Power

As the rGlyP assimilates the highly oxidized substrates formate and CO2, it generally
requires an input of reducing power (in the form of NAD(P)H), as well as energy
(in the form of ATP), to generate more reduced molecules for biomass and product
biosynthesis.
Reducing power can be supplied from different sources: (1) via oxidation of
formate by formate dehydrogenase; (2) via feedstock oxidation en route to formate
when a more reduced C1-compound, like methanol, serves as the carbon source (see
below); (3) by oxidation of an additional inorganic electron donor, such as H2, CO,
or phosphite [30, 61, 62]; (4) by oxidation of a (highly) reduced organic electron
donor, such as purine-substrates or glycerol; or (5) by light-driven splitting of water
such as in oxygenic photosynthesis.
When an organism grows aerobically via the rGlyP on formate and CO2 as sole
carbon sources, formate can also serve as the sole energy source. In that case a major
part of the formate needs to be oxidized. For example, in the biosynthesis of pyruvate
via the canonical serine deaminase route, theoretically 1/3 of the formate is assimilated while 2/3 of the formate needs to be oxidized (Table 1). This theoretical
calculation still excludes additional ATP consumption for “cellular maintenance,”
which would further increase the proportion of formate that needs to be oxidized.
Formate can be oxidized to CO2 to generate reduced redox co-factors, typically
NADH, by formate dehydrogenase (FDH). FDHs are divided into two main categories: the ﬁrst consists of small, single subunit, metal-independent enzymes; the
second category is characterized by several subunits and a complex catalytic core
containing rare metals such as molybdenum or tungsten [63]. The simpler metalindependent FDHs generally have lower catalytic rates (<10 s1), which may
impose a signiﬁcant expression burden if all energy in the cell needs to be
regenerated through this enzyme activity [23, 64]. Their metal-dependent counterparts can catalyze formate oxidation at much higher rates (>100 s1) [63]. However,
their multi-subunit nature and the correct incorporation of the metal co-factor make
their heterologous expression more complex.
Recently published demonstrations of full formatotrophic growth via the rGlyP in
E. coli relied on heterologous expression of simple metal-independent FDHs from
Pseudomonas sp. 101, Arabidopsis thaliana, or Candida boidinii [27, 29]. Here, it
was indeed observed that mutations increasing their expression levels boost growth,
showing that this enzyme is a bottleneck [27]. Unlike E. coli, which has no native
NAD+-dependent formate dehydrogenase, C. necator harbors a multi-subunit,
molybdenum- and NAD+-dependent FDH, which naturally enables formatotrophic
growth via the CBB cycle. Hence, the engineering of the rGlyP in C. necator did not
require heterologous FDH expression [28].
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Canonically, in addition to NADH (for reduction in the GCS), the rGlyP requires
NADPH for the reduction of 5,10-methenyl-THF, which is the preferred co-factor
for most dehydrogenase enzymes performing this reduction. As most FDHs generate
NADH, a substantial part of the reducing power needs to be transferred from NADH
to NADPH. This transfer leads to some energy consumption, as the NADPH/
NADP+ redox pair is normally maintained at a more reduced state in cells than the
NADH/NAD+ pair. This electron transfer is usually performed by membrane-bound
transhydrogenases, which consume energy in the form of a proton-gradient, coming
at the expense of ATP generation [65]. Thus, a more energy-efﬁcient solution
consists of directly generating NADPH during oxidation of the feedstock/electron
donor, by utilizing NADP+-dependent enzymes. The thermodynamic driving force
for the FDH reaction, especially with higher formate concentrations, is sufﬁcient to
reduce NADP+ instead of NAD+. Hence, future implementations of the rGlyP could
possibly realize higher yields by implementing natural or engineered NADP+dependent FDH variants. This was already attempted by Bang et al. by including
an NADP+-dependent FDH from A. thaliana, but this work still led to low yields on
formate [29]. Notably, some recent studies demonstrated successful protein engineering of metal-independent, bacterial FDH variants with high afﬁnity for NADP+
and formate, reaching higher catalytic efﬁciency than natural or previously
engineered variants [66, 67].
In case a variant of the rGlyP is employed in which glycine is converted via
glycine reductase and pyruvate synthase, thioredoxin and ferredoxin regeneration is
also required. Ferredoxins have a more negative redox potential, requiring dedicated
ferredoxin-dependent FDHs or electron coupling/bifurcation systems that allow the
reduction of this redox co-factor.
When instead of formate, CO2 is used as a sole carbon source for the rGlyP, an
inorganic electron donor is needed. Among the inorganic electron donors, H2 is of
particular interest as this feedstock can be highly efﬁciently generated with electrical
energy via water electrolysis. For the conversion of H2 to cellular reducing power,
fast oxygen-tolerant hydrogenases are available that catalyze oxidation of H2 with
NAD(P)+ as a direct electron acceptor [68]. Such enzymes are naturally present in
certain bacteria like C. necator, however, they are composed of several subunits,
have complex catalytic cores, and require auxiliary maturation factors for their
correct assembly. As such, heterologous expression in other hosts has proven
difﬁcult so far. In nature the supply of redox power from H2 to the rGlyP was
already demonstrated during autotrophic growth on H2 in D. desulfuricans [30].
An interesting option for the use of H2 as energy source would be the mixotrophic
use of H2 as electron donor and formate as carbon source for the rGlyP. This would
prevent the oxidation of the major part of the formate and avoid the resulting net
release of CO2.
The reducing power for the rGlyP could also be supplied by an organic carbon
source as is the case for certain natural purine-degrading organisms. This concept
could also be used to boost the anaerobic production of oxidized compounds from
highly reduced substrates, such as glycerol, as recently proposed [69] and also
discussed in detail in another chapter in this book chapter Hong et al.
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Modules for Supply of ATP in Aerobic and Anaerobic
Conditions

ATP regeneration can be achieved by various means depending on the growth
conditions. In aerobic conditions, molecular oxygen serves as a terminal electron
acceptor and allows for abundant production of ATP via respiration. When using
aerobic respiration, the cell is thus able to satisfy demands of ATP for assimilation
and/or bioproduction as long as reducing power is available in sufﬁcient amounts. It
must be noted that too much respiratory ﬂux may even lead to excess ATP generation, decreasing theoretical yields of the highly ATP-efﬁcient rGlyP.
In contrast, under anaerobic conditions, the ATP supply is generally constrained,
when either a ﬁnite amount of a terminal electron acceptor is available (i.e.,
anaerobic respiration with, e.g., nitrate or sulfate) or no external electron acceptor
besides CO2 is available to the cell at all (i.e., fermentation). Operation of the rGlyP
under anaerobic conditions, or any ATP-consuming assimilatory pathway for that
matter, thus involves additional challenges for cellular ATP regeneration. However,
the rGlyP can, given its high ATP efﬁciency, still be feasible in anaerobic conditions.
This is exempliﬁed by the recently demonstrated use of the rGlyP for autotrophic
growth in D. desulfuricans under anaerobic conditions. In this organism, sulfate is
used as a terminal electron acceptor [30].
In contrast to its operation with electron acceptors like O2 and sulfate, the rGlyP
has, to date, not been shown to allow full growth under fermentative conditions,
i.e. when external electron acceptors are entirely absent and only CO2 is available. In
these conditions, a C1-assimilation pathway is only feasible if it can generate ATP
rather than consuming it. This mode of autotrophic growth is known in nature only
for acetogenic and methanogenic organisms operating the rAcP. The rAcP and an
associated set of energy-conservation mechanisms allow these organisms to generate
ATP in the process of converting CO2 into acetate or other short acids and alcohols.
To generate small, yet sufﬁcient, amounts of ATP from this reduction of CO2,
acetogens use the so-called electron-bifurcation mechanisms, which lead to the
build-up of proton or sodium gradients over the membrane to drive the synthesis
of ATP via ATP synthase (chemiosmosis) [70, 71]. Since the glycine-reductase/
phosphate acetyltransferase variant of the rGlyP, like the rAcP, only requires one
ATP for the formation of one acetyl-CoA from formate and CO2 (given the appropriate redox investment), this variant may also allow for growth without an electron
acceptor. It is intriguing to explore whether natural or engineered glycine-reductase
variants of the rGlyP could allow growth without an electron acceptor, by taking
advantage of some electron-bifurcating energy-conservation mechanisms as found
for the rAcP. Such growth could be interesting for anaerobic biotechnological
applications, as an alternative or complementary pathway to the already welldemonstrated use of the rAcP in acetogenic cell factories [72]. In fact, genes
encoding all enzymes of the rGlyP have been found in certain acetogens and it has
been claimed that the glycine-reductase/phosphate acetyltransferase variant of the
rGlyP may operate in parallel to the rAcP in the acetogen Clostridium drakei, thus at
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least partially contributing to their net carbon ﬁxation [42]. Also, transplantation of
the rGlyP genes of C. drakei into the acetogen Eubacterium limosum, which natively
lacks these genes, suggested that cooperation of both rAcP and rGlyP in one
organism may improve the growth rate and acetate production rate of acetogens [42].

2.7

CO2 Reduction as an Alternative Substrate Module

In the sections above, we have discussed the rGlyP primarily as a pathway for
assimilation of formate or other reduced C1 compounds available to the organism.
However, the formate utilized by the rGlyP can, in principle, also be generated from
CO2 by the microbe itself (Fig. 3). Such a pathway for biosynthesis of glycine from
CO2 alone has been proposed multiple times to play a potential role in natural or
synthetic autotrophy [24–26, 62, 73–75]. The formate required for the rGlyP could
be generated by reduction of CO2 via an FDH, i.e. operating in the reverse of the
direction discussed above (Fig. 3) [75].
Even though the oxidative direction of the FDH reaction is preferred under
standard biological conditions with NAD+ as the redox co-factor
(ΔrG0 m ¼ 14.4 kJ/mol at pH 7.5, ionic strength 0.25 and all reactants at 1 mM
[41]), the reaction is reversible. High concentrations of CO2 as well as low concentrations of formate and a relatively high NADH/NAD+ ratio can favor this direction.
Especially the high NADH/NAD+ ratio forms a practical hurdle, as typically this
redox couple is dominantly present in its oxidized NAD+-form. To circumvent this,
the reductive direction of FDH can be driven by other redox co-factors that have a
more negative reduction potential, e.g. ferredoxin (or NADPH due to its different
physiological ratio). FDH enzymes dependent on these co-factors are available in
nature or could be engineered [63, 76]. In nature, CO2 reduction by FDH is found in
autotrophs utilizing the rAcP. They employ, for example, ferredoxin-dependent
FDHs, or hydrogen-dependent CO2 reductase (HDCR), the latter being an FDH
variant that can be driven directly by H2 [77].
Apart from thermodynamics, the kinetics of the FDH reaction can also be
limiting. Metal-dependent (using molybdenum or tungsten), multi-subunit FDHs
methane
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Fig. 3 Overview of alternative substrates modules. These modules could serve to convert alternative C1-substrates (methane, methanol, CO2) to formate, which can next be assimilated in the rGlyP
core (Fig. 1). PQQ: Pyrroloquinoline quinone
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have generally higher catalytic rates, which is especially relevant for the thermodynamically challenging, reductive direction. In vitro measurements on metaldependent FDHs have indicated decent turnover rates are feasible in the CO2
reduction direction. The oxygen-tolerant molybdenum-dependent FDH of
C. necator, which is naturally used in the oxidative direction, was shown to have a
kcat of 4.8 s1 in the reductive direction [78]. This is roughly one order of magnitude
lower compared to the oxidative direction but still above the average range of the kcat
for most plant Rubisco variants, which is the carboxylase in the CBB cycle
[75]. Faster kinetic rates were measured for the hydrogen-utilizing FDH (HDCR)
from Acetobacterium woodii (kcat ¼ 28 s1) [77] and the FDH from D. desulfuricans
(kcat ¼ 47 s1) [79], for which the redox co-factor is not completely clear. The
former HCDR is used for CO2 reduction during operation of the rAcP for autotrophic
growth of the acetogen A. woodii [77]. In addition, this HCDR was recently
expressed functionally in E. coli leading to formate production from H2/CO2, and
could potentially be combined with the rGlyP [80]. However, HDCR is oxygensensitive and could probably only support the rGlyP in anaerobic conditions. The
FDH of D. desulfuricans is indeed active in the reductive direction, as autotrophic
growth via the rGlyP on CO2 and H2 was recently demonstrated [30].
The recent demonstration in D. desulfuricans for the ﬁrst time proved the rGlyP
as a CO2 ﬁxation pathway in nature. So far, autotrophic growth of a strain engineered
with the rGlyP has not been demonstrated. A challenge to overcome is the (heterologous) overexpression of a multi-subunit metal-dependent formate dehydrogenase, which will be complex in, for example, E. coli, where so far in vivo
functionality of only slower metal-independent FDHs was demonstrated. Also,
synthetic autotrophic growth via the rGlyP will require another inorganic electron
donor, such as H2 or direct uptake of external electrons, which will also require the
heterologous expression of a hydrogenase or electron transfer system that can
generate the required reducing equivalents (e.g., ferredoxin or NAD(P)H). The
establishment of a synthetic rGlyP for CO2 ﬁxation would be very promising for
biotechnology. This pathway is potentially much more ATP-efﬁcient than many
other natural or synthetic CO2 pathways, albeit it will require elevated CO2 concentrations [75, 81].

2.8

An Extension Module for Methanol Assimilation

Apart from supporting formatotrophic and autotrophic growth, the rGlyP can also be
extended for the growth on more reduced C1-substrates, which then ﬁrst need to be
converted to formate (or methylene-THF). Among the reduced C1-substrates methanol stands out as a highly attractive C1-feedstock, as was already discussed in the
introduction. Methanol can be converted into formate in two steps to feed into the
core of the rGlyP (Fig. 3). In the ﬁrst step methanol is oxidized to formaldehyde, this
highly toxic intermediate then needs to be further oxidized in a second oxidation step
into formate.
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The ﬁrst oxidation can, for example, be catalyzed by an NAD-dependent methanol dehydrogenase (MDH). This enzyme converts methanol to formaldehyde and
retains the reducing power from this oxidation step within NADH. The generated
NADH can be used to support further reductions in the rGlyP and the rest of
metabolism, or part of the NADH can be oxidized to generate ATP in oxidative
respiration. Apart from the NAD-dependent MDHs, there are also pyrroloquinoline
quinone (PQQ) dependent MDHs, as found in some gram-negative methylotrophic
bacteria [82, 83]. These PQQ-MDHs are interesting to consider for synthetic
methylotrophy as they are kinetically and thermodynamically less constrained than
their NAD-dependent counterparts, while they still retain some reducing power in
reduced quinones, which can be used for ATP regeneration in respiration. However,
successful heterologous expression of PQQ-MDHs, which reside in the periplasm,
has not been shown yet. In addition, there are oxygen-dependent methanol oxidases
as found in methylotrophic yeast species [84]. They may be interesting candidates to
consider for engineering methylotrophy as they have much better kinetics than the
NAD-MDHs, but they generate toxic H2O2 (yeasts express them in peroxisomes)
and they dissipate all available reducing power directly.
Therefore, NAD-MDHs are the most promising option for methanol conversion
for the rGlyP, at least in terms of theoretical yields [19], but this reaction brings some
thermodynamic and kinetic challenges. The thermodynamics of this reaction are
constrained (ΔrG0 m ¼ +30.5 kJ per mol at pH 7.5, ionic strength 0.25 and all
reactants at 1 mM [41]). Hence, the oxidation requires, for example, high methanol
concentrations and/or a high NAD+/NADH ratio. In nature, some thermophilic
bacteria are known to operate this enzyme for methylotrophic growth, such as
Bacillus methanolicus [85]. Some of the thermophilic NAD-MDHs were prime
candidates of engineering methanol to formaldehyde conversion, also in mesophilic
hosts, such as E. coli [86]. Trying to overcome some of the kinetic limitations, a
mesophilic NAD+-dependent, broad substrate alcohol dehydrogenase from
C. necator N-1 was successfully engineered to have better kinetic performance
with methanol [87], and was recently shown to successfully convert methanol to
formaldehyde in E. coli to support growth on methanol via the ribulose
monophosphate (RuMP) cycle [88, 89].
The oxidation of methanol generates ﬁrst formaldehyde, which is a highly
reactive and hence generally toxic intermediate, which can be further oxidized to
formate to connect to the core of the rGlyP. The thermodynamically more favorable
oxidation of formaldehyde to formate can be performed by several formaldehyde
dehydrogenases, which either donate electrons directly to NAD+ or use an intermediate electron shuttle, such as glutathione or mycothiol, which eventually also donate
the electrons to generate NAD(P)H [83].
In addition to the full implementation of the rGlyP for formatotrophic growth in
E. coli, Kim et al. also attempted to demonstrate growth on methanol via the rGlyP
[27]. Hence, they tested the heterologous expression of several thermophilic and
mesophilic NAD-dependent MDHs, as well as the expression of NAD-dependent
formaldehyde dehydrogenases. They observed slow, but fully methanol-dependent
growth by the expression of one of the tested NAD-MDHs, i.e. the thermophilic
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MDH from Bacillus methanolicus. Heterologous expression of two different
NAD-dependent formaldehyde dehydrogenases from two Pseudomonas strains did
not further improve this growth. This suggests that formaldehyde may have been
converted well enough by the native E. coli glutathione-dependent formaldehyde
dehydrogenase (FrmAB). Even though this work showed the principle of
methylotrophic growth via the rGlyP, both yield (4.2 gCDW/mol methanol) and
growth rate (doubling time of 54 h) were far from their theoretical optima, requiring
further optimization [27].
Further optimization of the methanol conversion module may potentially lead to
fast growth on methanol. The demonstration of fast methylotrophic growth (doubling time of 8 h) of an extensively engineered and evolved E. coli strain growing via
the RuMP cycle is an encouraging result [88], showing that synthetic methylotrophic
growth via the rGlyP may also be within reach.

2.9

Possible Module for Methane Conversion

Certain natural methylotrophs can grow not only on methanol, but they can also use
the more reduced methane as a substrate. Methane is also considered an interesting
feedstock for biotechnology, though mostly derived from fossil natural gas, also
biogas can be a possible source. To allow growth on methane via the rGlyP, on top of
the methanol conversion module, a methane monooxygenase reaction is needed
(Fig. 3).
Methane monooxygenase enzymes oxidize methane with molecular oxygen, and
therefore constrain the process to aerobic environments and result in the “wasteful”
transfer of two electron pairs to molecular oxygen, also requiring an additional
“wasteful” investment of reducing power in the form of NAD(P)H. Methane
monooxygenase exists in nature in two different forms: one is soluble (sMMO)
and found in the cytoplasm, the other is a particulate (pMMO) membrane-bound
enzyme with a periplasmic domain. The heterologous expression of this category of
enzymes has proven very challenging because of their complexity [90]. However,
recently a heavily engineered, heterologous pMMO was successfully puriﬁed from
E. coli, with kinetic in vitro parameters comparable to the native version of the
enzyme [91]. Even more recently it was reported in a preprint that sMMO from
Methylococcus capsulatus could be functionally expressed in E. coli and oxidize
methane in vivo to methanol by co-expression of both M. capsulatus and E. coli
GroESL chaperones [92].
These developments bring the engineering of synthetic methanotrophy closer and
could potentially be integrated with the rGlyP. However, it should be noted that
MMOs are rather slow because of kinetic barriers due to poor solubility and low
chemical reactivity of methane.
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3 Metabolic Engineering Approaches and Achievements
The implementation of a synthetic substrate assimilation route like the rGlyP in, for
example, E. coli, which cannot naturally grow on C1-feedstocks, requires a profound
change in central carbon metabolism. Simply overexpressing the required pathway
enzymes is likely not sufﬁcient to achieve any or efﬁcient growth on C1-substrates.
Firstly, properly functional (heterologous) enzyme variants have to be identiﬁed for
different steps of the pathway, and their expression levels likely need ﬁne-tuning to
enable sufﬁcient ﬂux without overburdening the cell. In addition, interactions
between the native metabolic regulation and the engineered pathway can result in
unforeseen disruption of metabolic ﬂuxes [93]. All these engineering challenges can
be more effectively addressed by splitting up the construction of the engineered
pathway in a stepwise implementation of several smaller metabolic modules [93].
This modular approach to pathway integration can be combined with a growthcoupled selection strategy. Module functionality can be coupled to growth of an
engineered strain, by testing the module in a “selection strain” that is auxotrophic to
the product of the module [94]. The construction of an auxotrophic selection strain
involves strategic gene deletions to knock out native production of essential metabolites. These metabolites can then either be included in the medium to sustain growth
of the auxotroph (“relaxing conditions”) or it can be tested whether an engineered
pathway module can sufﬁciently provide the essential metabolite (in “stressing
conditions”). The rGlyP can be split up into several modules (Fig. 4a). These
modules and combinations of them can be tested in different auxotrophic selection
strains (Fig. 4b–h). Dependent on the proportion of biomass that is dependent on the
module to be tested, different amounts of ﬂux through the synthetic module are
required. Demand for higher ﬂux leads to a higher “demand” on the module. If an
expressed module construct leads to low growth rates in a low “demand” selection
strain, this is an indication that this module needs to be optimized. This can, for
example, be done by screening for more enzyme variants or optimizing expression
levels by promoter or RBS tuning. Once these issues have been tackled, the module
can be tested for higher selection “demand,” also in combination with other modules.
Another key strategy for the engineering of the rGlyP is the use of adaptive
laboratory evolution (ALE) [27, 28, 95]. When the operation of a module or the
whole pathway is coupled to a growth phenotype this provides an excellent chance
for evolutionary “tinkering.”
Here, we will discuss a series of selection schemes and strains that can be useful
to test individual and combined modules for stepwise engineering of the rGlyP
(Fig. 4). Many of these selection schemes were highly instrumental in the establishment of the pathway in E. coli and some other organisms recently, as will be
discussed in more detail (overview of all engineering works so far in Table 2).
Some of these selection schemes will likely prove to be an effective approach for the
establishment of the rGlyP in more organisms. We will furthermore discuss complementary 13C-based approaches to demonstrate module and pathway functionality.
Furthermore, we will discuss a few studies which did not use growth-coupled,
modular selection for engineering the rGlyP, which led to varying results and levels
of success.
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Fig. 4 Different selection schemes for different modules and combinations of modules of the
rGlyP. (a) Overview of the different modules of the rGlyP core and canonical assimilation via serine
deaminase. Different selection strain designs require activity of one or more rGlyP modules for
biosynthesis of (b): C1, (c) C1 + β-carbon serine, (d) C1 + glycine, (e) C1 + glycine+serine, (f)
almost all biomass except acetyl-CoA, and (g) all biomass and energy. All these were used
previously (see Table 2). (h) is a proposed scheme to select for a pathway variant generating
glycerate rather than pyruvate. The expected ﬂux demand for biomass and energy supply via the
modules from formate is indicated for each selection scheme based on E. coli biomass composition
[96]. Figure is an adaption from [93]

Study
reference
[97]

[36]

[98]

Host species
E. coli

E. coli

E. coli

C1 + GCS + serine module
demonstrated in full auxotroph

C1 + GCS + serine module
demonstrated in partial auxotroph, strain also integrated with
electrochemical formate
production

Main achievements
C1 + serine module demonstrated, ﬁrst growth-coupled,
modular engineering effort on
rGlyP

C1+ glycine
+ serine

C1 + glycine

C1+ glycine
+ serine
(partial)
C1 + glycine
+serine
(partial)

6

9

C1 + glycine
(partial)

C1 + serine
(β-carbon)

Selection for
C1

7

Strain
name

Table 2 Overview of published studies on engineering the rGlyP

ΔglyA,
Δkbl,
ΔltaE,
ΔaceA
ΔserA,
Δkbl,
ΔltaE,
ΔaceA

ΔserA

ΔserA

ΔglyA

ΔserA,
ΔgcvTHP

Deletions
for
selection
ΔgcvTHP,
ΔglyA

ftl, fch, mtdA
(M. extorquens,
plasmid)

ftl, fch, mtdA
(M. extorquens,
plasmid)

C1-module
ftl (M.
extorquens,
plasmid), folD
(E. coli, native)
ftl (M.
extorquens,
plasmid), folD
(E. coli,
plasmid)
fhs, fchA, folD
(C. ljungdahlii,
plasmid)
fhs, fchA, folD
(C. ljungdahlii
plasmid)
fhs, fchA, folD
(C. ljungdahlii,
plasmid)

gcvTHPL
(E. coli,
plasmid)

gcvTHP
(E. coli,
plasmid)

gcvTHP
(E. coli,
plasmid)
gcvTHP
(E. coli,
plasmid)
gcvTHP
(E. coli,
plasmid)

GCS-module

(continued)

glyA (E. coli,
native), sdaA
(E. coli,
genomic)

glyA (E. coli,
native)

glyA (E. coli,
plasmid)

Glycine
assim.
module
–
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Study
reference
[102]

[100]

[43]

[27]

Host species
E. coli

E. coli

S. cerevisiae

E. coli

Table 2 (continued)

C1 + glycine module achieved
in industrially relevant yeast
species
First time rGlyP fully
established by rational expression and ALE leading to fastest
demonstrated formatotrophic
growth via rGlyP, as well as
slow methylotrophic growth

C1 + GCS + serine module
achieved, and energy module
expression attempted

Main achievements
C1 + GCS + serine module
achieved via FTL
overexpression and ALE

C1+ glycine
+ serine
(partial)

RG8

Biomass
(except acetyl-CoA)
All biomass +
energy

All biomass +
energy

gC1M
gC2M
gC3M
K4

K4e

C1 + glycine

C1+ glycine
+ serine
(partial)

Selection for
C1+ glycine
+ serine

RG6

Strain
name
G4670

MIS1 (S.
cerevisiae,
plasmid)
ftl, fch, mtdA
(M. extorquens,
genome)

ΔSHM12,
ΔGLY1,
ΔAGX1
ΔserA,
Δkbl,
ΔltaE,
ΔaceA
ΔserA,
Δkbl,
ΔltaE,
ΔaceA
ΔserA,
Δkbl,
ΔltaE,
ΔaceA

ftl, fch, mtdA
(M. extorquens,
genome)

ftl, fch, mtdA
(M. extorquens,
genome)

ftl, fch, mtdA
(M. extorquens,
plasmid)

ftl, fch, mtdA
(M. extorquens,
plasmid)

C1-module
ftfL (C. kluyveri,
genomic), folD
(E. coli, native)

ΔserA

Deletions
for
selection
ΔserA,
Δtdh, Δkbl,
ΔltaE,
ΔaceBAK
ΔserA

gcvTHP
(E. coli,
genome)

gcvTHP
(E. coli,
genome)

gcvTHPL
(E. coli,
genomic and
plasmid)
gcvTHPL
(E. coli,
genomic and
plasmid)
GCV123
(S. cerevisiae,
plasmid)
gcvTHP
(E. coli,
genome)

GCS-module
gcvTHPL
(E. coli,
native)

sdaA, glyA
(E. coli,
genome)

sdaA, glyA
(E. coli,
genome)

sdaA, glyA
(E. coli,
genome)

glyA (E. coli,
plasmid)

glyA (E. coli,
plasmid)

Glycine
assim.
module
glyA (E. coli,
native)
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[42]

[101]

[28]

[29]

[69]

E. limosum

Synechocystis
sp. PCC6803

C. necator

E. coli

C.
pasteurianum

Second demonstration of
formatotrophy via rGlyP in
E. coli by rational engineering.
Additional rational targets, but
yield and growth rate relatively
low. Highest ODs achieved for
rGlyP (by fed-batch feeding)
GCS expression in anaerobic
glycerol-consumer to improve
redox balance and yield of fermentation. No convincing pathway/module activity

Introduction of GCS module in
acetogen with rAcP boosts
autotrophic growth, likely via
rGlyP
FTL expression in cyanobacterium to boost CO2 ﬁxation with
formate CO-assimilation. No
convincing pathway/module
activity
Formatotrophic growth is rGlyP
fully established by rational
expression and ALE in natural
formatotroph deleted for
native CBB cycle
Highest yield demonstrated via
rGlyP, but still slightly lower
than CBB cycle

GCSY1

No selection

All biomass
+energy

All biomass
+energy

CRG4

FC8

All biomass
+energy

C1 + glycine

No selection

No selection

CRG1

GSRP

ftl (M.
extorquens,
genome)

ftl, fch, mtdA
(M. extorquens,
plasmid)
ftl, fch, mtdA
(M. extorquens,
plasmid)
ftl, fch, mtdA
(M. extorquens,
plasmid)
ftl, fch, mtdA
(M. extorquens,
plasmid)

–

ΔglyA,
Δkbl, ΔltaE

ΔccbSLc2,
ΔccbSLp

–

ΔserA

ΔccbSLc2,
ΔccbSLp

fdh, fhs, fchA,
folD (E.
limosum, native)

–

gcvTHPaPbL
(G. acidurici,
plasmid)

gcvTHP
(C. necator,
genome)
gcvTHPL
(E. coli,
genomic)

gcvTHP
(C. necator,
plasmid)
gcvTHP
(C. necator,
genome)

gcvTHPaPb
(C. drakei,
plasmid)

(continued)

dadA6, gcl,
tsr (C.
necator,
native)
sdaA, glyA
(C. necator,
plasmid)
sdaA, glyA
(E. coli,
native)

–

grdABCDEX
(C. drakei,
plasmid)
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[27]

[43]

[100]

[102]

[98]

[36]

Study
reference
[97]

fdh (NADH, Pseudomonas sp. 101,
genome)
fdh (NADH, Pseudomonas sp. 101,
genome)

fdh (NADH, C. boidinii, plasmid)

Energy module

Table 2 (continued)

ALE: e.g., promoter_pntAB: up,
5’UTR_fdh: up

Rational: ΔgcvR, ΔpﬂB

Rational: ΔgcvR, ΔkdgK ALE:
many, including duplication folD
and ftl
Rational: ΔgcvR, ΔpﬂB

Additional mutations (rational or
ALE)

8

13
70

3*
6.9

10*

3

1.7

1.6

20*

10*

25*

1.6

Doubling
time (h)
2.3

2.3

Yield (gCDW/
mol formate

C-formate +13CO2 ! 60% total
C in glycine

C-formate +13CO2 ! 98% total
C in alanine
13

13

13

13

Key labelling results
13
C-formate ! 96% +1 methionine
(from methylene-THF)
13
C-formate gives 95% +1-labelled
serine
13
C-formate +13CO2 ! 41% total
13
C in glycine, 14% in alanine
13
C-formate +13CO2 ! 36% total
13
C in serine, 18% in alanine
13
C-formate +13CO2 ! 37% total
13
C in serine, 17% in alanine
13
C-formate +13CO2 ! 94% total
13
C in glycine
13
C-formate +13CO2 ! 87% total
13
C in serine
13
C-formate ! glutathione demonstrates glycine + serine from formate
(data see paper)
13
C-formate ! 98% +2 serine; (13formate ! 15% +2 alanine)
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fdh (NADH, C. boidinii, plasmid),
fdh-mut (A. thaliana, NADPH,
plasmid)

fdh (NADH, C. necator, native)

fdh (NADH, C. necator, native)

Hydrogenase (E. limosum, native)
Rational: ΔphaC1
Rational ΔphaC1 ALE: e.g.
ΔccbRc2, promoter_gcvTHP (plasmid): down
Rational ΔphaC1. ALE: incl.
ΔccbRc2, promoter gcvTHP
(genome): up
Rational: ΔgcvR, ΔpﬂB,ΔppsR,
prom_promoter_ppsA: up, ΔpurT
158

12

5.1
56

96

2.2

2.6

–
C-formate ! 6% +1 histidine
C-formate ! 82% +1 glycine

C-formate +13CO2 ! 97% total
C in alanine

No labelling data available for
engineered strain

Not done for FC8 (only FC5)

13

13

13

13

For each study key selection schemes (if applied) are given, including knockouts to generate these selection strains. It is indicated which speciﬁc genes
contribute to module or pathway operation. For the listing of these genes: plasmid indicates that the speciﬁed gene(s) are expressed from a plasmid, native means
they are not overexpressed and the module operation relies on natural expression, genomic means that the genes are inserted into the chromosome or
overexpressed by promoter engineering. Additional rational modiﬁcations and mutations other than these made for pathway expression and selection schemes
are separately mentioned. In the same “Additional mutations” column some key mutations are indicated that were found in strain optimization by Adaptive
Laboratory Evolution (ALE) if applied. Doubling times and yields reported for growth of the described strains are included. * denote that the growth rate is
estimated from a growth curve. Key labelling data show key pathway intermediates or derivative (alanine from pyruvate, methionine from methylene-THF,
histidine from formyl-THF) which were measured after growth on either 13C-formate, 13CO2 or both as indicated. Percentages close to 100% indicate that
almost all ﬂux is coming as intended from the module or rGlyP. For detailed labelling data and conditions, we refer to the original papers. Abbreviations
(including metabolic roles of some if not discussed elsewhere in this chapter): aceA (isocitrate lyase), aceB (malate synthase, consumed glyoxylate coming from
aceA with acetyl-CoA), aceK (isocitrate dehydrogenase kinase/phosphatase, occurs in operon with aceAB, as it controls ﬂux into glyoxylate shunt, by
inactivating/activating isocitrate dehydrogenase by phosphorylation and de-phoshorylation, the latter enzyme competes with aceA for isocitrate substrate),
AGX1(alanine:glyoxylate aminotransferase S. cerevisiae), ccbSLc2/p (small and large subunit of Rubisco on chromosome 2 and megaplasmid in C. necator,
which deletion blocks formatotrophic growth via the CBB cycle), dadA6 (glycine oxidase which converts glycine to glyoxylate in C. necator), fch(A) (methenyl
tetrahydrofolate cyclohydrolase), fdh (formate dehydrogenase), ftl/fhs (formate-tetrahydrofolate ligase), folD (bifunctional methylenetetrahydrofolate dehydrogenase/methenyltetrahydrofolate cyclohydrolase), gcl (glyoxylate carboligase, can assimilate glyoxylate from glycine oxidation), gcvR (transcriptional
regulator of gcvTHP, likely a repressor that if deleted upregulates gcvTHP expression constitutively in E. coli), gcvTHP(aPb)(L) (glycine cleavage system
(continued)

[69]

[29]

[42]
[101]
[28]
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T, H, P, and L-protein PaPb denotes heterodimeric P protein), GCV123 (glycine cleavage/synthase system T, H, and P-protein in S. cerevisiae), glyA (serine
hydroxymethyltransferase), GLY1(threonine aldolase S. cerevisiae), grdABCDEX (glycine reductase enzyme complex), MIS1 (trifunctional formatetetrahydrofolate ligase/methylenetetrahydrofolate dehydrogenase/methenyltetrahydrofolate cyclohydrolase), kbl (glycine acetyltransferase), kdgK
(2-dehydro-3-deoxygluconokinasewas not deleted for a functional reason but used as a locus to insert heterologous ftl), ltaE/A (threonine aldolase), mtdA
(methylene-tetrahydrofolate dehydrogenase), phaC1 (polyhydroxybutyrate polymerase, blocks PHB formation in C. necator, which could be an unwanted byproduct if the formatotrophic strains are later engineered for products), pﬂB (pyruvate formate lyase, could theoretically be a way that E. coli could internally
generate formate from pyruvate, but only functions in anaerobic conditions), pntAB (membrane-bound proton-translocating transhydrogenase that can convert
NADPH to NADH), ppsA (phosphoenol pyruvate synthetase, this was upregulated by promoter engineering to boost gluconeogenic ﬂux from pyruvate
upward), ppsR (phosphoenol pyruvate synthetase regulatory protein, this regulator was deleted to boost gluconeogenic ﬂux from pyruvate upward), purT
(phosphoribosylglycinamide formyltransferase, could indirectly counteract FTL activity by being involved in a reverse pathway) sdaA (serine deaminase), serA
(phosphoglycerate dehydrogenase), SHM12 (mitochondrial and cytoplasmic serine hydroxymethyltransferase 1 and 2 from S. cerevisiae), tdh (threonine
dehydrogenase, can if knocked out block threonine to glycine conversion, alternative to knocking out kbl), tsr (tartronate semialdehyde reductase, can contribute
to glyoxylate assimilation)

Table 2 (continued)
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Selection Schemes for the C1, GCS and Serine Modules

Four pathway modules have been deﬁned for a modular selection of the serine
deaminase variant of the rGlyP (Fig. 4a) [93]. To select for the ﬁrst C1-activation
module of the rGlyP (formate to methylene-THF) a “low selection pressure” auxotrophic strain was designed (Fig. 4b). Methylene-THF, as well as the other intermediate of the C1-module, 10-formyl-THF, are essential metabolites, as they are
precursors for the production of purines and thymidine (required for nucleotide
formation), coenzyme A, histidine, methionine and the formylation of methionyltRNA. In total, these two C1-species account for ~3% of E. coli biomass [96].
For testing the C1-module in E. coli, C1-auxotrophy (methylene-THF + formylTHF) was ﬁrst created by deletion of the GCS (ΔgcvTHP) and serine
hydroxymethyltransferase (ΔglyA). This abolished the native routes for methyleneTHF formation from glycine and serine, and this strain could only grow on minimal
medium with glucose when several C1-derived compounds were supplemented
(methionine, thymidine, inosine, and pantothenate) [97]. In addition to the
C1-supplements, the E. coli C1-auxotroph was typically fed with glycine, as
most glycine is natively synthesized from serine in E. coli, although the alternative
pathways via threonine cleavage were left intact. Alternative to C1-supplementation,
this strain should be able to grow if formate would be converted by the C1-module of
the rGlyP, for which E. coli natively lacks at least the FTL enzyme. Overexpression
of the FTL from M. extorquens from a plasmid and feeding formate (with glucose
and glycine) rescued the growth of this selection strain, showing the functionality of
this ﬁrst module [97]. This selection strain provided a ﬁrst proof-of-principle for the
ﬁrst module of the pathway in E. coli.
To select for activity of the serine biosynthesis in combination with the
C1-module, a C1 + serine-auxotroph can be created, in which the beta-carbon of
serine is derived from methylene-THF of the C1-module and the rest from
supplemented glycine (Fig. 4c). To generate this selection scheme in E. coli, native
synthesis of serine from the glycolytic intermediate 3P-glycerate was abolished by
deletion of 3P-glycerate dehydrogenase (ΔserA), as well as the deletion of the GCS
(ΔgcvTHP). These deletions cause that this strain can only grow on minimal medium
when supplemented with glycine and serine. The E. coli C1 + serine auxotroph was
then used to test the combined expression of the C1-module and serine biosynthesismodule (GlyA), by testing growth on formate and glucose, while still supplementing
glycine. This selection scheme demands slightly higher ﬂux from the C1-module
than the C1-auxotroph (~4% vs. 3%). This selection allowed for the discovery of a
bottleneck in the production of 10-formyl-THF and methylene-THF, as this selection
strain could not grow well anymore with expression of merely FTL. Growth was
improved by overexpression of the native bifunctional methylene-THF dehydrogenase/methenyl-THF cyclohydrolase ( folD) [97].
Another possible selection scheme is glycine+C1-auxotrophy, which can be used
to select for both C1-module and GCS-module activity (Fig. 4d). In the previous
selection schemes, glycine was supplemented to compensate for lack of glycine
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synthesis from serine, but this does not render the strain fully auxotroph to glycine
because glycine can also be produced from threonine. In order to obtain a complete
glycine auxotroph, both conversion from serine (ΔglyA) and cleavage of threonine to
glycine must be disrupted (Δkbl, ΔltaE). Glycine can possibly also be generated by
aminotransferases converting glyoxylate to glycine by accepting the amino group
from another amino acid. As there are many potential aminotransferases this route
was knocked out in E. coli by knocking out glyoxylate biosynthesis via an isocitrate
lyase deletion (ΔaceA) [98]. Also, for the engineering of the rGlyP in C. necator and
S. cerevisiae a glycine auxotroph was created. In C. necator isocitrate lyase was not
knocked out, but it was still observed that this strain could barely grow on minimal
medium without glycine rendering it a useful selection strain [28]. In S. cerevisiae
one annotated alanine-glyoxylate aminotransferase was knocked out on top of other
glycine biosynthesis genes to prevent the aminotransferase route [43].
In the E. coli C1 + glycine auxotroph it was realized that the previously
engineered C1-module (consisting of M. extorquens FTL and native bifunctional
FolD) in combination with overexpression of the native GCS was not sufﬁcient to
allow growth of the glycine auxotroph (requiring ~8% of biomass coming from the
module) [98]. Only when also expressing heterologous, monofunctional methyleneTHF dehydrogenase and cyclohydrolase (MtdA and Fch) from M. extorquens the
growth of the glycine auxotroph on formate and glucose could be realized. Another
E. coli study which utilized an incomplete glycine auxotroph (only ΔglyA) found that
the C1-module from the acetogen C. ljungdahlii could also function to generate part
of the glycine pool [36]. This partial auxotroph was not very suitable to demonstrate
module functionality by growth, but it could be used to demonstrate module
functionality by measuring (partial) 13C-labelling of glycine. Another study used
several tight selection strains, including a full E. coli glycine+C1-auxotroph to
perform ALE. This study only heterologously expressed FTL from Clostridium
kluyveri from the genome. After ALE, this led to growth via the C1 + glycine
modules, and required several mutations, including duplications of the native E. coli
FolD and the heterologous FTL.
In C. necator the glycine auxotroph was the ﬁrst selection strain used and a full
heterologous C1-module from M. extorquens and the native GCS overexpression
was included from the start. The selection strain was used to select properly
performing promoter-strength combinations driving operons on two different plasmids for both modules (C1 plasmid and GCS plasmid) [28]. Also, in S. cerevisiae the
engineering of the rGlyP was started directly with a glycine auxotroph to select for
both the C1-module and GCS-module, which were successfully realized by
overexpressing native genes from plasmids [43]. Overall, the glycine+C1-auxotroph
seems a promising starting selection strain to establish the C1 + GCS modules in
one-go. In case this fails to work, one can resort to previously discussed selection
schemes that ﬁrst select for the C1-module separately.
To engineer variants of the pathway that assimilate glycine via serine, a selection
scheme is useful which selects for the combined C1, GCS, and serine-modules in a
serine+glycine+C1-auxotroph (Δkbl ΔltaE ΔserA) (Fig. 4e). Unlike all previous
discussed selection schemes, which were “dead-end” selection schemes, this is an
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open-end selection. This is because none of the knockouts in this serine+glycine
+C1-auxotroph are involved in the pathway. Previous selection schemes all involved
the knockout of enzymes that are involved in the rGlyP, i.e. GlyA or GCS, which
need to be restored or overexpressed later on to engineer the full pathway. This is an
advantage as this serine+glycine+C1-auxotroph could be more easily expanded to
later test the whole pathway for formatotrophic growth by adding further modules
and optimization.
The serine+glycine+C1-selection in E. coli showed that expression of the heterologous C1-module from M. extorquens and overexpression of the native GCS were
sufﬁcient to supply ~11% of biomass for E. coli, whereas overexpression of the
native GlyA was not yet needed for this selection [98].

3.2

Selections for Full Biomass Assimilation and Full
Formatotrophy via rGlyP

The next challenges after implementing these three modules until serine biosynthesis
were to generate all biomass from formate via conversion of serine to pyruvate by
serine deaminase (SdaA), and after that to make all energy from formate through the
formate dehydrogenase (FDH or “energy module”). To only select for biomass
production via the rGlyP, and not yet for energy production from formate, a selection
scheme was developed to separate energy metabolism from carbon assimilation
(Fig. 4g). This separation was realized in E. coli by designing a selection strain in
which the gene encoding the isocitrate lyase enzyme (AceA) was deleted on top of
the previous open-ended serine+glycine+C1-auxotroph (ΔaceA Δkbl ΔltaE ΔserA)
[27]. The isocitrate lyase knockout in E. coli blocks the so-called glyoxylate shunt.
The glyoxylate shunt is essential for growth on acetate as a carbon substrate. By
blocking this shunt acetate can still be “burned” in the TCA cycle to generate energy,
and be used to produce the precursor acetyl-CoA (~18% of biomass), but all other
essential precursors of biomass (~82%, including, e.g., pyruvate and metabolites in
glycolysis and TCA cycle) cannot be generated from acetate anymore.
This selection scheme was chosen to show operation of the full rGlyP. However,
it was suspected that the burden of using several plasmids for expressing all needed
four modules could impair formatotrophic growth. Hence, all pathway genes that
required overexpression were expressed from the genome by integrating a synthetic
operon of previously conﬁrmed heterologous M. extorquens genes with strong
constitutive promoters and introducing strong constitutive promoters on the genome
to overexpress native operons. This strategy successfully allowed growth via the
rGlyP, in which almost all biomass (except from molecules coming from acetylCoA) were generated from formate and CO2, while all energy was supplied by
acetate.
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Next, to test growth using formate both as carbon and energy source, a heterologous FDH gene from Pseudomonas sp.101 was integrated into the genome of the
previous strain. It was observed that this strain could directly grow on formate (and
CO2) as sole carbon and energy source, albeit at a relatively slow growth rate of
~70 h doubling time [27]. Still, this demonstrated for the ﬁrst time formatotrophic
growth via a rational implementation of the rGlyP in E. coli, a strain which was
called K4. Another recent study followed a similar approach leading to the same
result of full formatotrophic growth of E. coli by a rational approach [29]. However,
this study optimized the expression of some genes on low copy number plasmids and
performed some additional mutations that the authors expected to contribute to
achieve full formatotrophic growth. This included the deletion of GcvR, a repressor
of the GCS and the regulator PpsR, the deletion of which could stimulate
gluconeogenic ﬂux from pyruvate upwards, as pyruvate is the key product of the
rGlyP. Furthermore, a heterologous NADPH-dependent FDH was included in
addition to a heterologous NADH-dependent variant, and PurT was deleted, an
enzyme which could counteract FTL activity. Despite these additional rational
steps, this approach failed to beat the performance of the previously published K4
strain and led to a maximum growth rate of ~157 h doubling time, and only a few
doublings were shown in this work [29] .
To further improve the growth rate apparently other changes were required.
Hence the previously mentioned rationally engineered K4 strain was subjected to
ALE by several serial transfers on formate minimal medium. This approach
improved the formatotrophic growth rate and yield of the resulting strain K4e
successfully, to reach a doubling time of ~8 h and a yield of 2.3 gCDW/mol formate,
approaching yields of natural formatotrophs [27]. Key mutations identiﬁed in this
strain were the increased expression of heterologous FDH, which was sensible as the
non-metal dependent Pseudomonas FDH was already expected to be a bottleneck
based on simple theoretical calculation [23]. In addition, a mutation was found to
upregulate the expression of native membrane-found transhydrogenase (PntAB), the
latter probably reﬂecting a limitation in NADPH in the non-evolved strain, as the
rGlyP requires NADPH. Another interesting improvement of the evolved K4e strain
is its higher tolerance to formate. Whereas the initial K4 strain already had decreased
growth at >30 mM formate, the evolved strain could grow up to 100 mM formate,
and in the presence of bicarbonate (probably due to pH buffering) even up to
300 mM. Growth on higher formate concentrations is beneﬁcial for bioprocesses.
However, given the relatively high toxicity of formate some kind of fed-batch or
continuous process will be required to achieve sufﬁciently high biomass concentrations and product titers on formate.
The only other study so far that showed full growth via an engineered rGlyP was
done in C. necator [28]. Here, the expression levels of the C1-module and
GCS-module were ﬁrst optimized in a glycine+C1-auxotroph. Then, growth of
C. necator on glycine was tested, which after short-term evolution was established,
demonstrating a good potential for C. necator to perform glycine assimilation.
However, transcriptomics and knockouts of this glycine growth phenotype revealed
C. necator employed wasteful glycine oxidation to glyoxylate and glyoxylate
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assimilation via the glycerate pathway. Still, it was attempted to integrate the
C1 + GCS modules with this native glycine assimilation capacity. This was tested
in a strain that was knocked out for the CBB cycle, which is the native
formatotrophic pathway of C. necator, by removing both copies of the Rubisco
genes. This already led to formatotrophic growth, but only at low growth rate (~60 h
doubling time) and low yield, likely caused by the native inefﬁcient glycine assimilation via the glycine oxidase route. After overexpression of native enzymes for the
more efﬁcient serine deaminase route, as well as short-term ALE, this led to
relatively fast formatotrophic growth (~12 h doubling time) and reasonably high
yield (2.6 gCDW/mol formate), albeit still slightly lower than yield of
formatotrophic growth via the CBB cycle (2.9 gCDW/mol formate (Table 2). One
of the interesting mutations found after ALE in C. necator led to the inactivation of
the CBB cycle regulator gene (CbbR), which probably lowered the expression of
remaining CBB cycle enzymes, which were not required in this strain, thus reducing
burden. In addition, a mutation was found in the strong constitutive promoter
integrated in the genome to regulate the GCS, which was shown to further upregulate
its genomic expression. Interestingly, in an earlier C. necator rGlyP strain harboring
a plasmid-based GCS expression a mutation lowering GCS expression was found
after short-term ALE. This underlines that ﬁne-tuning GCS expression to a sweet
spot between limiting ﬂux and expression burden is important for efﬁcient rGlyP
operation and can be achieved by ALE.

3.3

Other Selection Schemes and Considerations for Future
Engineering

For the engineering of rGlyP with an alternative module for glycine assimilation
rather than the canonical serine deaminase variant, other selection schemes can be
used. For several of the glycine conversion variant modules, P-glycerate will be a
key intermediate. A possible selection scheme for the selection of such pathways
could be a strain in which glycolysis is disrupted below P-glycerate by an enolase
knockout (Δeno) (Fig. 4h). In this case modules of a rGlyP variant making
P-glycerate could supply upper metabolism (~28% of biomass) and the rest of
metabolism could, for example, be fed with pyruvate as helper substrate. This
selection scheme is very similar to a scheme used to evolve the full functionality
of an engineered CBB cycle in E. coli [99]. More selection schemes can be
envisioned for different variants and in different hosts. Suitable selection schemes
will also be partly host-dependent. To be able to create speciﬁc auxotrophs in a host
several conditions need to be met. For example, all genes towards the auxotroph
metabolite need to be known, the knockout of the genes should be technically and
biologically possible and the host should be able to transport the auxotrophic
metabolites inside the cell from the medium. This may lead to the selection of
speciﬁc selections schemes when engineering the rGlyP in a different host. In
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general, based on the experience of engineering the rGlyP in a few host, one can start
with already somewhat “high selection” strains covering multiple modules (e.g.,
C1-module and GCS module in the glycine +C1 auxotroph) at once. If this directly
works one will be able to proceed faster. In case no growth can be achieved, one
needs to fall back on lower level selection strains and ﬁrst optimize an individual
module.

3.4

Pathway Module Conﬁrmation by 13C-Labelling Studies

Even though the growth of a selection strain is a strong indication for the functionality of the rGlyP, the conﬁrmation of module or pathway functionality can be
obtained more conclusively by 13C-labelling studies. In such a study, labelled substrates, in the case of rGlyP typically 13C-formate or 13CO2, are fed to the strain
operating a module or the full pathway. Then, a convenient way to prove functionality is the analysis of steady-state labelling patterns in the proteinogenic amino
acids. Proteinogenic amino acids are abundant and can be easily hydrolyzed from
culture samples and analyzed by LC-MS. For more details on related protocols, we
refer to Wenk et al. [94]. Distinct labelling patterns can determine if, for example,
methylene-THF (via the labelling of the C1-derived carbon in methionine and
histidine), glycine, serine or pyruvate (via labelling of derived amino acids such as
alanine and valine) are indeed synthesized as expected by the rGlyP modules (see
also Table 2). Full operation of the rGlyP should lead to full labelling of all
proteinogenic amino acids when grown on 13C-formate plus 13CO2. Growing strains
with the full rGlyP on either 13C-formate or 13CO2 can be potentially used to prove
the operation of certain variants of the pathway. In this way the use of the glycine
reductase route could be demonstrated in the natural rGlyP auxotroph
D. desulfuricans [30]. However, neither 13C-formate nor 13CO2 labelling can differentiate between the other glycine to biomass conversion pathways. In addition,
labelling with either 13-formate or 13CO2 during growth via the full rGlyP can be
used to determine how high the “wasteful” TCA cycle ﬂux is. Labelling of
proteinogenic amino acids derived from TCA cycle metabolites can be used to
determine if ﬂuxes to these metabolites primarily comes from anaplerosis or from
full TCA cycling. This method was shown for E. coli and C. necator with an
engineered rGlyP, for both it was found that the anaplerotic ﬂux is higher than the
“wasteful” TCA cycling [27, 28].

3.5

Non-growth Coupled Engineering Efforts

Some studies have expressed heterologous enzymes for the rGlyP without following
a growth-coupled approach. In some of the E. coli studies on engineering the rGlyP,
modules were tested without coupling them (fully) to growth [36, 100]. Even though
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this led to partially functional modules, it is harder to assess module functionality in
these studies. And once the modules were conﬁrmed without selection, it was
realized that a serine auxotroph strain could be beneﬁcial to force more ﬂux to serine
and even downstream to pyruvate [100].
In some other hosts, initial steps were taken to implement the rGlyP, such as the
overexpression of the GCS enzymes in the anaerobic glycerol fermenter Clostridium
pasteurianum, with the goal to create mixotrophic fermentation of glycerol and
formate [69]. However, the overexpression of these genes was not coupled to growth
via a selection scheme, and high expression burden of the GCS overexpression was
observed. This suggests optimization of expression levels of the GCS genes is
needed for which a growth-coupled selection could be helpful and allow for expression optimization via evolution, as also demonstrated in C. necator. In this study still
some physiological impacts of the GCS were observed in the form of increased
formate consumption in the presence of glucose, but this work could not yet prove
high ﬂux through rGlyP modules.
In another study FTL was overexpressed to establish modules of the rGlyP as a
pathway for formate assimilation to support carbon ﬁxation by the CBB cycle in the
cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp. PCC6803. In this non-growth coupled approach
some physiological effects were observed that could potentially be linked to ﬂux
through the rGlyP [101]. However, labelling and transcriptomics revealed that the
overexpression of FTL led to unanticipated changes in the glycine, serine, C1 and
nitrogen metabolism. Also here, a growth-coupled approach could potentially further force ﬂux through the modules towards establishing the rGlyP in this host in the
future.
A seemingly more successful establishment of the full rGlyP was achieved in the
acetogen E. limosum [42]. Here, the GCS from the rGlyP-operating acetogen
C. drakei was heterologously introduced on a plasmid. This was done without any
modular or growth-coupling based approaches. Direct introduction of the GCS led to
improved growth and acetate biosynthesis on H2/CO2. However, it must be noted
that the rGlyP here did not lead to full autotrophic growth, as the pathway operates in
concert with the native rAcP. Also, no labelling data on the engineered pathway
activity were provided.

4 Comparing the rGlyP to Other C1-Pathways
Apart from the rGlyP there are several other pathways for assimilation of
C1-substrates and CO2 in nature, as well as hundreds of theoretical pathways that
have been proposed and analyzed in silico [19, 23, 81, 103–105]. Only for a subset
of these pathways, experimental studies have attempted to implement them in vitro
or in vivo [52, 104, 106]. For even fewer pathways, full functional operation has
been realized so far in engineered hosts. Apart from the rGlyP, successful implementation was recently shown for the RuMP cycle for synthetic methylotrophy in
E. coli and for the CBB cycle for synthetic formatotrophy in E. coli and
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methylotrophy in Pichia pastoris [88, 107]. In this section, we provide a comparison
of the rGlyP versus other key pathways for the assimilation of formate, methanol
and/or CO2 that are present in nature, have been engineered or have been proposed
as promising pathways by in silico analyses.

4.1

Assessing the rGlyP for Formatotrophic Growth

Some natural and many more theoretical formate-assimilating pathways have been
described in literature [23, 33] (Table 3). Brieﬂy, these can be distinguished into two
groups based on their formate utilization strategy. To the ﬁrst cluster belong those
pathways which oxidize formate to CO2, exploiting the extracted electrons as
reducing power for CO2 ﬁxation routes. Examples of such pathways are the naturally
occurring CBB cycle, reductive tricarboxylic acid cycle, and synthetic CO2 ﬁxations
pathways such as the CETCH cycle and GED (6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase
(Gnd) – Entner–Doudoroff) cycle (Table 3). To the second group belong those
metabolic routes which directly assimilate formate. The latter category includes
the rGlyP and other major natural formate-assimilation pathways, the rAcP and
Serine cycle, which all use FTL for the direct assimilation and activation of formate.
A key parameter to compare different pathways is their theoretical yield, which is
mostly determined by the ATP investments (and in some cases also by “wasteful”
reducing equivalent investments) required to produce a certain metabolite (e.g.,
pyruvate) or biomass. Another key parameter to compare pathways is their kinetic
performance, as the overall pathway kinetics determine potential growth rates, productivities, and enzyme burden. Due to limited, trustworthy estimates for the kinetic
parameters that accurately reﬂect in vivo conditions, this performance is harder to
quantify and compare. Still, several studies have compared different formate natural
and synthetic assimilation pathways [19, 23, 33] including a recent detailed assessment taking into account thermodynamic driving force and kinetic parameters
[81]. The general picture that emerges is that the rGlyP outcompetes most other
formate-assimilation pathways – as well as CO2 ﬁxation pathways – in terms of
theoretical yields, due to the lower ATP consumption for pyruvate and biomass
biosynthesis. The only pathways that can rival the rGlyP in terms of theoretical yield
are the rAcP and rTCA, which have a lower ATP consumption than most variants of
the rGlyP (Table 3). However, the rAcP and rTCA usually require anaerobic
conditions due to oxygen-sensitive enzymes [108], and relatedly have
ATP-limitations and a limited product spectrum. When comparing the rGlyP further
to other oxygen-tolerant formate-pathways, the ATP efﬁciency is higher, leading to
small yield advantages over most pathways [19, 81]. Also in terms of kinetics based
on available parameter estimates, the rGlyP is suggested to be among the best
performing pathways.
Another advantage of the rGlyP is its architecture as a linear pathway. We note
here that some studies refer to the rGlyP as a circular pathway, since the co-factor
THF is used as an acceptor at the start of the pathway and released later in the GCS

RuMP
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Serine cycle
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Serine cycle
(modiﬁed serine cycle)
Serine cycle
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reductasea)
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deaminase)
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Engineered: formate, methanol
[27–29]
Theoretical: CO2, CO
Natural: CO2, formate [30]
Theoretical: CO, methanol
Natural: CO2, CO, formate,
methanol
Natural: CO2, CO, formate, methanol engineered: CO2, formate,
methanol [107, 116]
Natural: CO2 [117, 118]
Theoretical: formate, CO methanol
Natural: methanol
Engineered: methanol [88]
Theoretical: CO, formate
Natural: formate, methanol
Theoretical: CO2, CO
Partially engineered: formate,
methanol
Theoretical: CO2, CO
Partially engineered: methanol
Theoretical: CO2, CO, formate
?
+

<1
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?
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?

?
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Glyceraldehyde3-phosphate
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Pyruvate
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For each pathway it is indicated if it is known to exist in nature, and for which C1-substrates full growth is observed. Engineered pathways demonstrated full
functionality, while supporting growth on the indicated C1-source without any additional carbon source (other than CO2). For partly engineered pathways,
experimental evidence on functioning on most of the pathway enzymes was demonstrated in vivo and/or in vitro, but full growth via the pathway has not yet
been realized. Theoretical means that those pathways can function for the indicated substrates on paper or in silico but there is no experimental evidence towards
this yet. Note that pathways which are indicated to support grow on methanol, formate or CO still may require additional CO2, whereas the indication CO2
means that the pathway can sustain growth on CO2 as sole carbon source (in the presence of an energy source such as H2). For several pathways, growth on
formate, methanol and CO requires the full oxidation of these reduced C1-donors and re-assimilation of CO2. The rough indication of kinetic pathway
performance (, +/ or +) is based on estimates of overall pathway speciﬁc activities reported by Löwe et al. [81] as calculated using the Enzyme Cost
Minimization (ECM) framework [119]. For some pathways, no estimates were or could be made due to exclusion in their analysis of anaerobic pathways and
some other engineered pathways; these are marked with “?”. Pathways which include the notoriously slow engineered formolase enzyme were estimated to be in
the lowest category of kinetic performance (). If a pathway is not tolerant to oxygen, some oxygen-sensitive (generally ferredoxin-dependent) enzymes are
present. CO2 concentration dependence indicates if the pathway contains carboxylating enzymes, which can function at low CO2 concentrations (around
ambient CO2: 0.04% in air), or require higher, elevated CO2 concentrations. Some C1-assimlation pathways do not have carboxylation steps and hence require
no CO2 for pathway operation. They key pathway product is a key molecule coming out of the pathway that is available for further biosynthesis. Pathway
abbreviations: CETCH cycle: crotonyl–coenzyme A (CoA)/ethylmalonyl-CoA/hydroxybutyryl-CoA cycle; GED Cycle: 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase
(Gnd)–Entner–Doudoroff cycle: MOG cycle (PyrC-alanine variant): malonyl-CoA oxaloacetate glyoxylate cycle (pyruvate carboxylase – alanine bypass
variant); rAcP: reductive acetyl-CoA pathway; rGlyP: reductive glycine pathway; rTCA cycle: reductive tricarboxylic acid cycle; RuMP cycle (FBA-TA
variant): ribulose monophosphate cycle (fructose bisphosphatase/transaldolase variant); SACA pathway: synthetic acetyl-CoA pathway

MOG cycle
(PyrC-alanine)

GED cycle

Pathway name
(variant name)
Formolase
pathway
(SACA)
CETCH cycle
(7.0)

Table 3 (continued)
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The ATP consumption value reported here is for the glycine reductase variant with phospho-acetyltransferase, whereas naturally demonstrated variant is less
ATP efﬁcient, using acetyl-CoA synthetase
b
Despite the presence of oxygen-sensitive enzymes in the rTCA cycle some occurrences of the pathway in aerobic are known [108]
c
The ATP consumption per pyruvate of these formaldehyde-assimilation pathways can be low (even negative) when methanol is used as C1-substrate. The use
of formate (including CO2 reduction to formate) will lead to the higher ATP-cost value, due to the cost of 2 ATP/formate for formyl-CoA synthetase, which can
next be reduced to formaldehyde
d
For ATP consumption, aerobic assimilation of acetyl-CoA is assumed to proceed via the glyoxylate shunt, which leads to the overall reaction of 2 acetylCoA ¼ pyruvate + CO2 + CoA

a
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reaction to be re-used again (“THF cycle”) [38, 100]. Similarly the H-protein is
recycled during the GCS reaction. However, we nonetheless consider the pathway to
be linear since only co-factors rather than intermediates of the pathway are recycled.
By contrast, in typical circular pathways such as the Serine cycle and CBB cycle,
carbon intermediates must be (partially) regenerated to serve as acceptor molecules.
The rGlyP can furthermore be considered advantageous as it has relatively limited
overlap with central metabolism. Although glycine, C1 and THF metabolism are key
nodes in most metabolic networks, most other C1 assimilation pathways have more
signiﬁcant overlap with central carbon and energy metabolism. For instance, the
overlap of the RuMP cycle and CBB Cycle with glycolysis and the pentose phosphate pathway is likely to have a more drastic impact on metabolic ﬂuxes when they
are engineered into a novel host. However, recent breakthroughs in successful
engineering in E. coli of full circular pathways with high overlap with central
metabolism (RuMP and CBB cycle) demonstrate that this challenge can be overcome [88, 107]. Still, the engineering of these pathways consistently required ALE
to achieve growth, whereas initial growth on the rGlyP could be realized in E. coli
and C. necator without ALE, supporting the relatively easier implementation of the
latter pathway.
A small disadvantage of the rGlyP for biotechnological applications could be its
dependence on elevated CO2 concentrations, which requires CO2 feeding into the
bioreactor. Some natural or synthetic CO2 ﬁxation and formate-assimilation pathways can also function in ambient CO2 (Table 3), which could relieve this requirement. In addition, some proposed formate-assimilation pathways do not require CO2
ﬁxation at all, including the RuMP cycle (which allows growth on formate only if
formate to formaldehyde reduction via formyl-CoA is realized), Formolase pathways and Homoserine cycle. However, the Formolase pathways, Homoserine cycle
and formate to formaldehyde reduction have been only partly demonstrated so far
[106, 109–111]. Overall, the need for high CO2 is also not a major issue, as the
essential oxidation of a large part of the formate for energy production will likely
release a surplus of CO2 in the bioreactor.
Therefore, the rGlyP seems highly promising for aerobic bioproduction. However, so far natural organisms running the CBB cycle or Serine cycle still outperform
engineered E. coli and C. necator with the rGlyP in terms of growth rates and yields
on formate [19], demonstrating the need to further engineer and evolve towards
superior rGlyP platform strains for formate-based bioproduction.

4.2

Assessing the rGlyP for Growth on Methanol

As discussed above, the rGlyP can also serve as a pathway to support growth on
methanol. However, unlike the relatively clear superiority of the rGlyP for
formatotrophy, this is not such a clear case for growth on methanol. Several
aerobic, natural methanol assimilation pathways exist, i.e. several RuMP cycle
variants, the Serine cycle and yeast-speciﬁc Xylulose-Monophosphate pathway
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[19]. Furthermore, the anaerobic rAcP and CO2-ﬁxing aerobic CBB cycle support
growth on methanol in nature [19, 112]. In addition to these natural pathways, some
synthetic pathways for methanol assimilation have been proposed, including some
variants to the natural Serine cycle, i.e. the “modiﬁed Serine cycle” and the
Homoserine cycle, which were proposed and partly engineered to circumvent
some toxicity and other issues of the natural Serine cycle [52, 110]. Among these
pathways the theoretical biomass yield is predicted to be the highest for (variants of)
the RuMP cycle (Table 3) [10, 19]. However, as methanol is a highly reduced
substrate, the theoretical yields of some highly oxidized products can suffer from
this. To supply enough carbon when methanol is the sole carbon substrate, some
methanol must be wastefully oxidized. Hence, methanol assimilation pathways that
allow for the co-ﬁxation of CO2, and which are still highly ATP-efﬁcient, can result
in higher yields for speciﬁc products. In that case the rGlyP is a very promising
candidate [19, 81]. For example, for the production of relatively oxidized products
such as lactate the theoretical yield of the rGlyP is higher than that of the RuMP
cycle. Regarding kinetic performance, it is suggested that the rGlyP may be among
the top-performing methylotrophic pathways and it may rival the RuMP cycle on
that aspect [81]. In conclusion, the rGlyP is also interesting to consider for
methylotrophy, especially for more oxidized products.

4.3

Assessing the rGlyP for Autotrophic Growth

As observed already in nature, the rGlyP can also serve as an autotrophic CO2
ﬁxation pathway. This can also be useful in biotechnological applications, especially
for the growth on H2 and CO2. By now, seven CO2 ﬁxation pathways are known in
nature including the rGlyP [30, 108]. As there are several carboxylase enzymes
available in nature, as well as possible engineered carboxylases, a vast space of
potential CO2 ﬁxation pathways can be imagined [103, 113]. For some of these
synthetic pathways, initial steps in their engineering have been made, such as the
in vitro realization of the CETCH cycle [104, 114] and the in vivo partial implementation of the GED cycle [115]. In terms of ATP efﬁciency, the rGlyP is again
among the most efﬁcient CO2 ﬁxation pathways, only rivalled by the rAcP and
variants of the rTCA cycle. However, as stated above, both of these are anaerobic
pathways, even though some (micro)aerobic occurrences of the rTCA cycle are
known [108].
Despite the yield potential of the rGlyP, the required carboxylation by reverse
operation of FDH could form a thermodynamic and kinetic bottleneck [76, 81]. This
leads to a strict requirement for elevated CO2, as well as potentially adverse kinetics
of the rGlyP, when compared, for example, to the CBB cycle and CETCH cycle
[81]. So overall, the potential of the rGlyP as an autotrophic pathway may be more
limited than for assimilation of the reduced C1-substrates methanol and formate.
However, this is highly related to the capacity to reverse the FDH reaction, and for
example alternative co-factors (such as NADPH and ferredoxin), may partly
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overcome this bottleneck as also some natural acetogens can grow relatively efﬁciently via the rAcP on H2/CO2 involving CO2 reduction via FDH. So, the implementation of CO2 reduction by FDH in combination with the rGlyP deserves further
attention.
In conclusion, in this section we reviewed the rGlyP in relation to other potential
C1-assimilation pathways. This ﬁeld is rapidly evolving, and we expect the potential
pathway list to expand further in the future. Nevertheless, overall we can conclude
that several features such as i) low amount of ATP required, ii) little overlap with
enzymes of the central metabolism, and iii) a linear pathway structure make the
rGlyP an optimal synthetic route to engineer within microbial chassis for
C1-assimilation within the context of industrial biotechnology.

5 Outlook on Future Directions and Applications
of the Reductive Glycine Pathway
In this chapter we provided an overview of the rGlyP variants, the versatility of the
rGlyP to support growth via multiple C1-feedstocks, approaches to engineer the
rGlyP and the current state in several organisms, as well as a comparison with other
C1-assimilation pathways, showcasing the high potential of the rGlyP for
bioproduction. Finally, we provide a future outlook on where we expect challenges
and opportunities to arise for the implementation of the rGlyP in the coming years.

5.1

Optimizing Inefﬁciencies in the rGlyP and the Central
Metabolic Network

Based on the thermodynamics and experiences in engineering the rGlyP so far,
potential bottlenecks in the pathway include the operation of the GCS, NADPH
supply, and the FDH energy module.
So far, the engineered rGlyPs in E. coli and C. necator rely on the reverse activity
of their native glycine cleavage systems (GCS) [27, 28]. As this enzyme system
naturally functions in the direction of glycine cleavage, the enzyme’s properties for
glycine biosynthesis might not be optimal. Supporting this point, for the optimization of the C1-module, the use of enzymes which were evolved to operate in the
formate assimilation direction from M. extorquens (in the Serine Sycle) rather than
the native E. coli FolD enzyme improved the pathways’ performance in E. coli
[98]. Following a similar logic, it may be beneﬁcial to replace the native GCS with
homologous candidates, which naturally operate in the glycine synthesis direction
(e.g., from D. desulfuricans [30]). Another approach is to optimize the GCS by
enzyme engineering, where in vitro data already suggest possible protein
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engineering targets [120], which is discussed in more detail in another chapter in
this book chapter by Ren et al.
In addition to these approaches tackling the kinetics of the GCS, the thermodynamic properties of glycine biosynthesis should be positively inﬂuenced by changing the co-factor speciﬁcity of the GCS from NADH to NADPH. In contrast to the
NADH/NAD+ redox pair, the NADPH/NADP+ ratio is kept high in the cell to serve
as a driver for reductive reactions. If NADPH can be used to shift the thermodynamic
equilibrium of the GCS reaction towards glycine synthesis, the necessary CO2
concentrations could potentially be reduced. The described co-factor change of the
GCS might be achievable, especially since the change of the co-factor preference to
NADP+ of the E. coli dihydrolipoyl dehydrogenase (the L-protein of the GCS) was
described already [121] and the NADP+ preference of this enzyme was shown to
support NADPH generation in vivo [122].
The next logical step is the use of an NADP+-dependent formate dehydrogenase,
which was already attempted by Bang et al. [29] but without a clear comparison to a
strain harboring only an NAD+-dependent variant. NADPH is the driver of
methenyl-THF reduction by methylene-THF dehydrogenase and the redox currency
for biosynthesis of many biomass components of the cell. However, its synthesis
from NADH catalyzed by the membrane-bound transhydrogenase comes with the
cost of a proton translocation driven by the proton motive force. Also the implementation of faster metal-dependent FDHs may be important to consider, as metalindependent variants, like the one applied now in E. coli, likely form a kinetic
bottleneck and demand a relatively high expression burden [23].
Outside of the pathway itself and its redox co-factor needs, likely improvements
throughout the cellular metabolic network are needed to improve the yields and rates
of engineered rGlyP-utilizing strains. This could include, for example, the optimization of gluconeogenic ﬂuxes, as carbon enters the central metabolic network at the
level of the lower-glycolytic metabolite pyruvate. Furthermore, the TCA cycle may
need to be rebalanced in certain hosts, as the primary role of this cycle to provide
NADH in aerobic conditions will be taken over by FDH or MDH generating NADH
from formate or methanol. However, in the engineered formatotrophic E. coli and
C. necator strains it was concluded from 13C-labelling patterns that there remains
only a relatively low TCA cycle ﬂux.

5.2

Engineering of the rGlyP in More Organisms

The complete rGlyP has so far been completely established in two biotechnologically important bacteria, namely E. coli and C. necator. While the former has been
extensively engineered to make a plethora of compounds [123], the demonstrated
product portfolio for C. necator is less broad but steadily expanding [124]. Compared
to these more established hosts, the organisms found to naturally harbor the rGlyP
(D. desulfuricans and presumably C. drakei) are less well studied in regard to their
accessible product spectrum, yields and other performance parameters relevant for
bioproduction. Also, they so far lack crucial genetic tools, thus currently
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representing suboptimal candidates for bioproduction. In order to extend the efﬁcient
conversion of methanol or formate via the rGlyP to a maximal diversity of possible
products, the obvious next step therefore is to bring this pathway to other biotechnologically important microorganisms, ideally chosen according to a number of
rational criteria.
We propose several features which make a microbial host particularly suitable for
implementation of the rGlyP. First, arguably the most important criterion is the
organism’s ability to generate the desired (class of) products, natively or via previously engineered routes. Secondly, organisms with general, beneﬁcial features for
bioproduction (e.g., high tolerance to solvents or salts) may be preferred. Next,
implementation of the rGlyP as a heterologous pathway can only be realized in the
host if sufﬁcient genetic tools are available to perform genomic editing and express
relevant enzymes.
In addition, sufﬁcient genomic and particularly metabolic knowledge is required,
especially to enable a stepwise, modular implementation via growth-coupled
approaches as described above. Such an implementation of the rGlyP seems particularly feasible if individual enzymes or segments of the pathway already operate in
the given host. For instance, the known ability of a host to grow on glycine,
glyoxylate or serine as sole carbon sources via one of the routes discussed above
(see Sect. 2.2 and Fig. 2) would already provide a functional option for funneling the
rGlyP product glycine into central metabolism. Similarly, operation of a fast (metaldependent) formate dehydrogenase and/or methanol dehydrogenase in (genetically
accessible) methylotrophs would make such organisms prime candidates for methanol and formate utilization via the rGlyP, which could outperform their native
assimilation routes [16]. Compared to heterotrophic hosts, an organism natively
capable of methylotrophic or chemolithoautotrophic growth may be better
predisposed for utilization of one-carbon compounds as the sole source of energy
and reducing power for driving the rGlyP.
Beyond these criteria, it is economically beneﬁcial if the microbe natively
achieves fast growth on minimal media (a likely prerequisite for high production
rates) and exhibits a sufﬁciently high tolerance to formate (and methanol in case this
is the desired C1-feedstock), thus enabling higher product titers in the case of batch
cultures. In addition, the ability to use minimal (deﬁned) media is highly desired for
growth-dependent selection and optimization of rGlyP modules.
From an engineering point of view, we argue that the rGlyP is remarkably
compatible with a wide variety of hosts. Its linear and modular structure and the
ubiquitous presence of key enzymes in many organisms are expected to facilitate
comparably fast establishment of the rGlyP. Furthermore, the lessons learned from
previous successful implementations will likely aid the engineering in additional
hosts. Introducing the rGlyP to more microorganisms and striving towards a larger
variety of products will help to increase the impact and success of formate and
methanol bio-economies.
Beyond interesting prokaryotic hosts, eukaryotes such as the yeasts S. cerevisiae
in which implementation is already ongoing, Yarrowia lipolytica and
methylotrophic Pichia pastoris (Komagataella phafﬁi) represent prime targets for
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implementation of the rGlyP given their widespread industrial use and speciﬁc
metabolic capabilities. In the ﬁrst type of yeast species implementation is already
ongoing [43]. More ambitious approaches could aim to engineer the pathway into
higher eukaryotes as well. For example, the rGlyP could be envisioned as a sustainable C1-based production route to synthetic meat analogues in mammalian cell lines,
or to increase agricultural yields by supporting carbon ﬁxation in crop plants [125].

5.3

Developing Bioproduction Strains

The linear design of the rGlyP stabilizes it to perturbations brought about by
dragging metabolites out for bioproduction. Circular pathways for the assimilation
of C1-molecules (e.g., Serine, RuMP and CBB cycles) depend on the regeneration of
acceptor metabolites (glycine, ribulose-5-phosphate and ribulose 1,5-bishosphate,
respectively), which can also be consumed by biosynthetic pathways, and hence
require delicate balancing of ﬂuxes [126]. In contrast, the rGlyP only requires the
regeneration of the co-factor THF and the reduced lipoyl moiety of the H-protein,
which are typically not consumed for biosynthesis and relatively easily regenerated.
Pyruvate, which is the key output molecule of many rGlyP variants, is also a key
precursor for many value-added products. For some products, which are, for example, produced from P-glycerate, from intermediates of upper glycolysis, or from
oxaloacetate, alternative variants of the rGlyP may be advantageous. For anaerobic
production also the glycine reductase variants and direct conversion of acetyl-CoA
to products may be interesting to consider, although this may face some energetic
challenges.
So far, the use of the rGlyP for generation of a bioproduct has yet to be shown.
After optimization of growth and biomass yield performance of engineered rGlyP
strains, a crucial step is to introduce heterologous production pathways for products
of interest. Then some new challenges may emerge, such as the robustness of
production strains and product yields, rates, and titers. To improve these production
parameters this will required typical metabolic engineering workﬂows, in which
potentially also some growth-coupled, modular optimization strategies could be
employed for some products which can be coupled to growth. In addition to realizing
bioproduction strains, an important challenge is to integrate those strains in
bioprocesses that are well-connected to chemical processes producing these feedstocks sustainably from renewable electricity, water, and CO2, as discussed elsewhere [10]. An efﬁcient integration of the best of chemistry and biology, including
the rGlyP, can provide truly sustainable solutions for chemical production.
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